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Abstract 

Influence of Embedded Metallic Nanocrystals on GaAs Thermoelectric Properties 

by 

Michael V. Warren 

 

Chair: Rachel S. Goldman 

 

For the past several years, there has been significant interest in low-dimensional 

structures, such as superlattices, nanocrystals, and nanowires, for thermoelectric 

applications due to their ability to enhance the figure-of-merit. These nanostructured 

materials must be optimized to maximize the Seebeck coefficient (S) and electrical 

conductivity (σ) while minimizing the thermal conductivity (κ). Due to the possibility of 

nucleating nanocrystals within an amorphous matrix, ion-beam-synthesized 

nanocomposites show promise as possible thermoelectric materials. To optimize these 

ion-beam-synthesized nanocomposites, an understanding of the microstructure and 

thermoelectric properties is essential. Here, we report on the formation of metallic In (Bi) 

nanocrystals (NCs) embedded in GaAs by In (Bi) ion implantation and rapid thermal 

annealing (RTA). The role of microstructure on the thermoelectric properties of ion-

implanted GaAs is discussed via a comparison of GaAs:Bi, GaAs:In and GaAs:N films.  



 

xiii 

 

 We report on the relationship between microstructure and thermoelectric 

properties of ion-beam-synthesized In NCs in GaAs. We developed a sputter-mask 

method to enhance the retained ion dose. During annealing, In NCs are nucleated within a 

polycrystalline GaAs matrix. Electrons and phonons are scattered at interfaces, reducing 

σ, κ, and consequently the thermoelectric efficiency in comparison to that of unimplanted 

GaAs.  

 We also report on the formation of Bi NCs embedded in GaAs and their influence 

on the thermoelectric properties. Implantation-induced defects reduce the free carrier 

concentration, n, and, consequently, σ, while annealing results in a partial recovery of n 

and σ. Phonon scattering at Bi NC boundaries serves to reduce κ by ~30% for all films. 

We discuss the role of microstructure on the electrical and thermal conductivity of the 

GaAs:Bi films through a comparison with GaAs:In and GaAs:N films, demonstrating a 

general trend of n and σ reduction following ion-implantation, while a partial recovery of 

n and σ, and a reduction in κ due to phonon scattering, follows RTA. 

This thesis reveals new insights into the structure-property relationship of ion-

implanted GaAs. Embedded metallic NCs show promise for thermoelectric applications 

via κ reduction. Based on these results, it is suggested that epitaxial growth of embedded 

NCs will result in a reduction in κ while simultaneously preserving σ. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

 

In the past few years, alternative means of energy production and energy 

conservation have become increasingly important international concerns. Thermoelectric 

devices, which directly convert heat to electricity, are one possible method of addressing 

these concerns. The low efficiency of current thermoelectric materials, however, has 

prevented the widespread implementation of thermoelectric devices. Over the past 20 

years, nanostructuring has been investigated as a method for increasing the efficiency of 

thermoelectric materials.1 These nanostructures include quantum wells,2 nanometer-scale 

polycrystalline materials,3 3-dimensional modulation doping,4 and semimetallic5 and 

metallic nanocrystals embedded within a semiconductor.6  

This chapter opens with the motivation for studies of nanostructured 

semiconductor materials for thermoelectric applications. Next, we review the growth 

methods of semiconductor nanostructures. Finally, the chapter concludes with an outline 

and objectives of the dissertation. 
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1.2 Thermoelectric Devices 

 

In 1823, Thomas Johann Seebeck reported the movement of a compass needle 

when placed within a loop of two conductors and one junction was heated.7 Though he 

was unaware of it at the time, this experiment demonstrated the conversion of heat to 

electrical energy; a conversion now called the “Seebeck effect.” The applications of the 

Seebeck effect for power generation, however, started being investigated in the 1950’s.8 

At this time, the design of a modern thermoelectric device was standardized. This design 

consists of two electrically insulating, thermally conducting ceramic plates, between 

which is a series of alternating n- and p-type semiconductor legs. These semiconductor 

legs are arranged so that they are parallel to the temperature gradient, while being 

connected electrically in series. A schematic of such a structure is shown in Fig. 1.1. By 

arranging the semiconductor legs parallel to the temperature gradient, electrons and holes 

will move from the hot to the cold end of the n- and p-type semiconductors, respectively.9 

Because these semiconductors are connected in series electrically, the electrical power 

generated by each leg is added, allowing for a higher power output in comparison to a 

single thermocouple.7 

This design of a thermoelectric device provides certain advantages over 

mechanical power generation methods. Due to an absence of moving parts and reliable 

design, thermoelectric devices have seen use as power generators in outer planet space 

missions, such as Voyagers 1 and 2 and the Cassini missions.10 Indeed, the thermoelectric 

generators powering the Voyager probes have been operating for 36 years. The compact 

size of thermoelectric generators has also prompted the study of their implementation for 
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waste heat recovery in automotive applications. It is estimated that only 25% of the 

energy liberated during fuel combustion is utilized for motion, while 40% of the energy is 

wasted as exhaust heat.10 It is proposed that using a thermoelectric generator to convert a 

portion of this exhaust heat to electricity could reduce engine loads and increase fuel 

efficiency. Finally, as more focus is placed upon utilizing environmentally friendly 

means of electrical energy production, thermoelectric generators have been a point of 

interest for converting waste heat to electricity.7 In most cases, however, thermoelectric 

generators have not seen widespread adoption due to their low efficiency (the exception 

being space-based applications where weight is a higher priority than efficiency). 

 

1.3 Thermoelectric Properties 

 

Low-dimensional structures are predicted to lead to an increased thermoelectric 

figure-of-merit, ZT, in comparison to bulk materials. ZT is defined as: 

T
S

ZT
κ

σ2

=          (1.1) 

where σ is the electrical conductivity, S is the Seebeck coefficient, T is temperature, and κ 

is the thermal conductivity. In bulk materials, such as metals and non-degenerate 

semiconductors,11 the electrical conductivity and electronic contribution to the thermal 

conductivity (κe) are related via the Wiedemann Franz law: 

 WFL

e C
T

=
σ

κ
         (1.2) 
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where CWFL is a constant (the Wiedemann-Franz-Lorenz coefficient). Therefore, an 

increase in σ yields a proportional increase in κe, resulting in a negligible net benefit in 

ZT. Studies of quantum confined structures have led to predictions12 and observations13 

that the electrical and thermal conductivities may be decoupled. Additionally, phonon 

scattering at phase boundaries between nanoparticles and matrix is expected to lead to a 

decrease in thermal conductivity.1,14 Additionally, due to the increased control of the 

density of states and hence, the energies of charge carriers, nanocomposite materials are 

predicted to have a significantly higher thermoelectric power factor (S2σ) compared to 

bulk materials.15 Nanoscale (~1.5 nm) inclusions of metallic and semimetallic particles 

are predicted to enhance the Seebeck coefficient via electron energy filtering.16 For 

example, 2 – 3 nm sized ScErAs nanoparticles embedded in InGaAs have been shown to 

increase the thermoelectric figure of merit from 0.0045 to 0.13.17 In addition, arrays of 10 

nm diameter InAs quantum dots have been predicted to exhibit an increased 

thermoelectric power factor in comparison with bulk GaAs. 18,19  

Multi-component nanostructured thermoelectrics such as Bi2Te3/Sb2/Te3 thin-film 

superlattices have resulted in several improvements in ZT.2 By varying the size and 

impurity levels in nanostructured Si, 100-fold improvements in ZT over bulk Si have 

been reported.20 These developments are expected to be extrapolated to other classes of 

semiconductor nanomaterials, with several recent advances in the development of these 

materials for thermoelectric applications. For example, nanostructured porous GaAs has 

been reported to exhibit a thermal conductivity decreasing with particle size, resulting in 

an order of magnitude decrease in thermal conductivity compared to bulk GaAs.21 

Additionally, nanostructured GaAs is predicted to exhibit a thermoelectric power factor 
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450% larger in comparison to its bulk counterpart.22 In both cases, the thermoelectric 

properties are heavily dependent on the nanostructure size.  

 

1.4 Synthesis of Nanostructures 

 

Several techniques have been explored for the synthesis of nanostructured 

thermoelectric materials including ball milling, epitaxial methods, and ion-beam 

synthesis. In this section, we review these various growth methods and their ability to 

control nanostructure size and composition. 

 

1.4.1 Ball Milling 

 

One method of synthesizing nanostructures relevant to thermoelectric applications 

is ball milling. Ball milling produces powders which, following densification, have 

yielded materials with grains approximately 20 nm in diameter.23 However, these 

materials can have a large variation in grain size, ranging from <10 nm to hundreds of 

nm.24 The decomposition of these materials into grains of the constituent elements during 

densification has also been reported. 

 

1.4.2 Epitaxy 
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Nanostructured thermoelectric materials have also been synthesized via epitaxial 

growth. In an effort to scatter phonons and therefore reduce the thermal conductivity, 

Bi2(SexTe1-x)3/ Bi2(SeyTe1-y)3 and PbTe/PbSexTe1-x superlattices have been grown via 

molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).25 Additionally, MBE has been used to fabricate 

superlattices of PbSe nanodots embedded in PbTe.26 These nanodots grow in the Stanski-

Krastanov mode, with deposition of a wetting layer of about two monolayers, followed 

by 3D islanding.27 However, the size of these nanodots is a function of the lattice 

mismatch between nanodot and matrix, limiting the producible feature size.  

Despite numerous methods for the formation of nanostructured thermoelectric 

materials, it is still a challenge to fabricate nanostructures with controlled size. 

Additionally, these structures can decompose into constituent elements during thermal 

processing, altering the chemistry and thermoelectric properties of the material. While 

MBE offers control over the composition of the nanostructures, these methods are limited 

by the inability to tune the size of the nanostructures. 

 

1.4.3 Ion-Beam Synthesis 

 

Due to the wide range of available implant and target species, as well as 

adjustable implantation ion doses and energies, ion implantation is becoming an 

increasingly popular technique for nanostructure synthesis.28 Using ion implantation 

techniques, a target material is irradiated with energetic ions that are accelerated from 

tens to thousands of kilovolts. High-dose implantations can create a target supersaturated 
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with the implanted ions in a layer ranging from the specimen surface to depths up to 

hundreds of nanometers.29 Subsequent thermal processing or further ion irradiation can 

induce the implanted material to precipitate as discrete nanoparticles.30,31,32 However, it is 

necessary to note that implantation-induced damage can negatively alter the electrical and 

thermal transport properties. 

Since essentially any element can be implanted into virtually any host material, 

ion implantation is extremely versatile. The large variety of ion/host permutations leads 

to a wide range of potential nanoparticle/host combinations, including SiO2:Si and 

SiO2:CdSe,33 Si:Fe,34 SiO2:Ge,35 Al2O3:CdS,36 and GaAs:N.37 Thus, a single well-defined 

and integrated structure could exhibit useful properties of two or more phases. By tuning 

the density and size of the precipitates, the properties of interest of the nanocomposite 

would be optimized. There are multiple approaches to tuning the size of precipitates, 

including adjusting the concentration of implanted ions (e.g., by varying the dose, ion 

current, and energy), and altering the annealing parameters.28 However, to date, the 

implantation and annealing parameters required for specific precipitates are limited. 

A promising approach to fabricating embedded nanostructures is matrix-seeded 

growth, which consists of ion-beam-amorphization of a semiconductor film, followed by 

annealing, shown schematically in Fig. 1.2.37 High-energy ion implantation results in a 

supersaturated layer (Fig. 1.2(a)), and nanocrystallization in the matrix is induced via 

annealing (Fig. 1.2(b)). For example, nucleation of GaN nanocrystals within an 

amorphous matrix has been achieved using N-ion implantation into epitaxial-GaAs, 

followed by rapid-thermal-annealing (RTA).38 In this thesis, we will present an extension 

of this technique to GaAs:In and GaAs:Bi 
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1.5 Dissertation Objectives 

 

The first part of this thesis focuses on In nanocrystal formation in In+ implanted 

GaAs. We first examine the influence of ion fluence and 600ºC RTA on the 

microstructure and thermoelectric properties of the films. At this annealing temperature, 

no In nanocrystals are observed. However, an ion fluence of 3.8x1016 cm-2 is identified as 

the fluence corresponding to maximum retained In concentration. We note that both the 

resistivity and Seebeck coefficient increase with increasing ion fluence, with an 

enormous Seebeck coefficient of -12 mV/K at 4 K for the highest fluence film. We then 

study the influence of annealing temperature on In+ implanted GaAs. We show RTA at 

450ºC leads to the nucleation of metallic In nanocrystals within a polycrystalline GaAs 

layer. These In nanocrystals act as electron donors, increasing the free carrier 

concentration in comparison to those films annealed at higher temperatures. The increase 

in interfacial density serves to scatter more phonons, decreasing the thermal conductivity 

by ~50% in comparison to bulk GaAs. We propose this work as a starting point for 

methods to improve ZT of GaAs. 

The second portion of this thesis focuses on Bi nanocrystal formation in Bi+ 

implanted GaAs. We study the effect of ion fluence on nanocrystal formation and their 

influence on thermoelectric properties. For all fluences, Bi nanocrystal formation within 

crystalline GaAs is observed, yet these nanocrystals have a negligible influence on the 

Seebeck coefficient. The thermal conductivity of all films is decreased by ~30% 
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presumably due to a combination of phonon scattering at nanocrystal boundaries and 

implantation-induced defects and phonon scattering due to the high mass mismatch 

between Bi and Ga and As. 

 

1.6 Dissertation Organization 

 

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the experimental 

procedures used for this thesis work, including sample growth, ion implantation, 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM), electrical transport measurements, and time-

domain thermoreflectance (TDTR) measurements of the thermal conductivity. Details of 

TEM sample preparation are also presented. 

In Chapter 3, the nucleation of In nanocrystals in GaAs is described. The first 

portion of the chapter is devoted to the effects of ion fluence on nanocrystal formation, as 

studied by TEM, selected area electron diffraction (SAD), and electronic transport 

measurements. The structure of the films before and after annealing is discussed, as well 

as the relationship between structure and electronic transport. Following implantation, an 

amorphous layer is formed. Following RTA at 600ºC, the low and medium fluence films 

have recrystallized into a single crystal GaAs layer while the high fluence film has 

recrystallized into a polycrystalline layer. Hall measurements indicate a reduction in free 

carrier concentration following implantation due to the formation of defects which trap 

electrons. This reduction in free carriers leads to an increase in both the Seebeck 

coefficient and resistivity. Through this work, we identified the ion fluence necessary to 
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maximize the retained In concentration following implantation. Utilizing these results, 

the second portion of this chapter focuses on the influence of annealing temperature on 

nanocrystal formation and their effects on the thermoelectric properties. RTA at 450ºC 

leads to the nucleation of metallic In nanocrystals within a polycrystalline GaAs layer. 

These In nanocrystals act as electron donors, increasing the free carrier concentration in 

comparison to those films annealed at higher temperatures. The increase in interfacial 

density serves to scatter more phonons, decreasing the thermal conductivity by ~50% in 

comparison to bulk GaAs.  

Chapter 4 presents investigations into the formation of Bi nanocrystals within 

GaAs. We study the effect of ion fluence on the formation of Bi nanocrystals and 

thermoelectric properties of the GaAs films, and discuss the role of microstructure on the 

electrical and thermal conductivity of the GaAs:Bi films through a comparison with 

GaAs:In and GaAs:N films. Following Bi implantation, the microstructure consists of a-

GaAs with or without crystalline remnants, voids, and/or ripples. Following rapid thermal 

annealing (RTA), all layers have transformed to single crystal GaAs with embedded Bi 

NCs. For all Bi+ fluences, κ is reduced by ~30% in comparison to that of GaAs, 

presumably due to phonon scattering at Bi NC/GaAs matrix boundaries. We have 

demonstrated a general trend of n and σ reduction following ion-implantation, while RTA 

yields a partial recovery of n and σ, as well as a reduction in κ due to phonon scattering. 

Finally, in Chapter 5, we present a summary and an outline for future work. 
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Fig. 1.1 Schematic representation of a thermoelectric device. The ceramic plates are 
marked in gray, while the metal contacts connecting adjacent semiconductor 
legs are marked in gold. The n- and p-type semiconductor legs are marked in 
green and pink, respectively. 
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Fig. 1.2 Ion beam synthesis of nanostructures. In (a), a high ion fluence (~1016 cm-2 at 
100 keV) is implanted into an epitaxial GaAs film to produce a supersaturated 
“amorphous” layer. In (b), after thermal annealing, nano-scale crystallites 
form within the disordered matrix. 
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Chapter 2 

Experimental Procedures 

 

2.1 Overview 

 

This chapter describes the experimental methods used to synthesize and 

characterize the nanostructures studied in this thesis. For these experiments, epitaxial 

GaAs films grown on semi-insulating (001) GaAs substrates were broad-area irradiated 

with either In+ or Bi+ ions. Following implantation, the films were subjected to rapid 

thermal annealing (RTA) for 30 s at a variety of temperatures. Transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) imaging and electron diffraction were carried out in a JEOL 3011 

operating at 300 kV. Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDX) mapping and high-

angle annular dark field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) 

were performed in a JEOL 2010 TEM operating at 200 kV.  

The thermoelectric properties of these films were measured via a variety of 

transport measurements. Hall measurements in a van der Pauw geometry were utilized to 

assess the free carrier concentration at various stages of sample processing. The 

temperature dependence of the resistivity and Seebeck coefficient of the films was 

measured using a rectangular geometry. The thermal conductivity was measured using a 

pump-probe spectroscopy technique termed time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR). 
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2.2 Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) 

 

The In and Bi nanostructures described in the thesis were synthesized within 

epitaxial GaAs layers, grown in a Modified Varian Gen II MBE system. Molecular beam 

epitaxy (MBE) is a vacuum deposition technique used to prepare high quality epitaxial 

films one atomic layer at a time.1,2 In an ultra-high vacuum chamber, molecular beams 

are produced by sublimating or evaporating heated solids or liquids, which chemically 

react on a substrate surface, to form an epitaxial film.3 Growth conditions far from 

equilibrium can be achieved because the incoming molecules are reactive,.  

The Modified Varian Gen II chamber consists of separately pumped growth, 

buffer, and load-lock chambers connected by magnetic transfer rods and trolleys, as 

shown schematically in Fig. 2.1. The growth chamber source flange houses 7 solid 

sources (Ga, Al, In, Si, Be, Bi and an As cracker). These source materials are held within 

pyrolytic boron nitride (PBN) crucibles located in Knudsen effusion cells. The molecular 

beam flux is exponentially dependent on the source material temperature, which is 

controlled by heating filaments wrapped around the crucibles and monitored by a 

thermocouple in contact with the crucible. An ionization gauge sitting at the growth 

position measures the beam flux. Computer controlled pneumatic shutters are used to 

control the exposure of each molecular beam. The As flux is controlled with a needle 

valve in front of the As cell, which can be adjusted between 0 and 300 mil. Samples are 

held in the growth position by a manipulator referred to as the CAR (for Continuous 
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Azimuthal Rotation). The CAR is rotated during growth to improve the uniformity of the 

film grown. The growth chamber pressure is monitored via another ionization gauge on 

the side wall. During idling, the base pressure of the chamber is ~2x10-9 Torr, which 

drops to <3x10-10 Torr when liquid nitrogen (LN2) is flowing through the cryoshrouds. 

During growth, the chamber pressure rises to ~ 1x10-8 Torr. 

All films were grown on “epi-ready” GaAs substrates, which arrive in a dry N2 

sealed container, ready for immediate introduction into the load-lock. All substrates were 

indium-mounted on heated molybdenum blocks, prebaked at 150ºC for 8 hours in the 

load-lock, then outgassed for 30 min at 180ºC in the buffer chamber. In the growth 

chamber, the substrate temperature was raised to 300ºC, at which point, the As2 shutter 

and needle valve were opened, providing an As2 overpressure of ~5x10-6 Torr. The 

substrate temperature was then continuously raised until a reflection high-energy electron 

diffraction pattern transitions from diffuse rings to a streaky pattern, indicative of a 

desorption of the surface oxide. Oxide desorption from GaAs has been reported to occur 

in the range of 580 to 610ºC.4,5 The corresponding measured substrate temperature, 

measured via thermocouple, ranged from 750 to 830ºC. The oxide desorption temperature 

was used as an internal block calibration for each growth due to the substrate temperature 

thermocouple being in contact with the backside of each molybdenum block. Following 

oxide desorption, the block temperature was then increased an additional 30ºC and 

outgassed for 5 minutes to ensure that the surface oxide was completely desorbed. 
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2.3 Broad-Area Ion Implantation 

 

The In and Bi nanostructures studied in this thesis were synthesized utilizing 

broad-area ion implantation of In+ and Bi+, respectively, followed by rapid thermal 

annealing (RTA). All implantations were performed at the Michigan Ion Beam 

Laboratory (MIBL), using an NEC 400kV Ion Implanter. A schematic of the broad-area 

ion implanted used in these studies in presented in Fig. 2.2. The major components are 

the ion source, a mass separation system, the accelerating column, and a scanning 

system.6 The ion source contains the species to be implanted and an ionizing system to 

ionize the species. In the case of indium and bismuth, a plasma is created with argon gas 

which sputters atoms from indium-tin-oxide and bismuth-oxide sources, respectively. 

These atoms are then ionized and the ions are extracted from the source by a small 

accelerating voltage and then accelerated into the mass separation system. Here, the ions 

are subjected to a Lorentz force, resulting in a spatial separation of ions dependent on the 

differences in their masses and charges. By tuning the Lorentz force, the desired ion 

species are separated from all others, such as residual air, hydrocarbons from vacuum 

pumps, and other impurities. At the outlet of the mass separation system is the 

accelerating column which accelerates the ion beam by a static electric field. Since the 

ion beam size is often smaller than the target area to be implanted, the ion beam is 

rastered over the whole implantation area. This is realized by electrostatic fields between 

the X-Y deflector plates. At the target, the ion beam finally impinges on the wafer.  

For all samples discussed in this thesis, implantation into 500 nm thick GaAs 

films (Si doped) grown by MBE as described above, was performed. The films were 
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implanted with 100 keV In+ and Bi+ at fluences of 3.8x1015 to 3.8x1017 cm-2 and 1.4x1016 

to 5.6x1016 cm-2 with calculated projected ranges7 of 35 and 27 nm, respectively. To 

minimize channeling, a ~7° ion beam angle of incidence with respect to the sample 

surface normal was utilized. During implantation, the substrate temperature was 

maintained at 77 K. 

 

2.4 Rapid Thermal Annealing (RTA) 

 

RTA experiments in this thesis were carried out using a JetFirst – 150 RTA 

system at the Solid-State Electronic Laboratory (SSEL) of Electrical Engineering and 

Computer Science Department in the University of Michigan. Presented in Fig. 2.3 is a 

diagram of the RTA system. During RTA, the sample is supported on a Si wafer and 

isolated from inside of the cell with quartz pins. The cell can be filled a controllable gas 

ambient. A tungsten-halogen lamp heats the sample through transparent windows 

coupled with highly reflective mirrors. The sample can be heated to ~1000°C for a time 

interval of 1 to 20 s. Samples in this thesis were annealed in flowing Ar gas at 450 to 

600°C for 30 s. 

 

2.5 Transmission Electron Microscopy Sample Preparation 

 

Cross-sectional TEM (XTEM) was used to examine the microstructure of the 

GaAs:In and GaAs:Bi nanostructures. XTEM samples were prepared by mechanical 
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polishing followed by Ar ion milling at 77K, schematically shown in Fig. 2.4. For these 

samples, two pieces of ~1.5 x 3 mm were glued together epilayer side to epilayer side 

using Micro-Measurements M-Bond 610 epoxy. To prevent the epoxy from bonding the 

sample to the preparation surface, Teflon tape was used to wrap the sample preparation 

surface. The epoxied samples were cured for 2 hours at 100°C on a hot plate. This low 

curing temperature was chosen in order to avoid any unintentional sample annealing. 

After cooling in air, the samples were mechanically polished in cross-section using 600, 

1000 and 1200 grit SiC papers in sequence. Following polishing of one side, the sample 

was mounted polish-side down on a 3 mm diameter slotted Mo grid (with a slot size of 1 

x 2 mm) using the epoxy and curing process described above. The sample was then 

mechanically polished on the free side using the process described above, until a sample 

thickness of ~50 μm was reached, as determined with a Mitutoyo upright dial gauge. 

Finally, the samples were ion milled until a hole is formed using a Gatan ion miller. To 

minimize ion damage during milling, the samples were cooled to 77 K and low angles of 

incidence (3-6°) and low beam energies (3-5 kV) were used. 

 

2.6 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

 

To study the evolution of the GaAs:In and GaAs:Bi microstructures, transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) was utilized, both before and after annealing. We used 

diffraction contrast imaging and high-resolution TEM (HRTEM), which are described 
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below. All TEM experiments were conducted at the Michigan Electron Microbeam 

Analysis Laboratory (EMAL), using a JEOL 3011 microscope. 

Conventional diffraction contrast TEM imaging was conducted using a JEOL 

3011 transmission electron microscope operating at 300 keV. The microscope was 

frequently aligned in dark-field mode, such that only one set of diffracted beams is used 

for imaging. A schematic of the dark-field alignment is shown in Fig. 2.5. An objective 

aperture is used to select either the direct (000) or diffracted (hkl) beam to form a bright 

field (BF) images or dark field (DF) image, respectively. The contrast between the 

images is a result of the differences in intensities of electrons scattered into the diffracted 

beam from various parts of the sample and is consequently called “diffraction contrast”.8 

Typically, diffraction planes used for imaging were the {220} reflections of GaAs but the 

{110} In reflection was also used. A detailed description of diffraction analysis 

techniques is presented in Appendix A. 

To obtain HRTEM images, the sample was tilted such that the incident beam was 

aligned along the <110> zone axis. The objective aperture was inserted and positioned 

such that multiple beams were selected to form the HRTEM images. The contrast in the 

images is called “phase contrast,” which arises due to the fact that the electrons exiting 

the bottom of the sample have small variations in phase arising from internal scattering 

inside the sample. The images were captured with Gatan Digital Micrograph through a 

CCD camera. 
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2.7 Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDX) 

 

The chemical composition of implanted and annealed samples was examined 

qualitatively by Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDX), in a JEOL 2010 TEM 

operating at 200 keV. During electron beam irradiation, incident electrons will eject 

inner-shell electrons from their orbital. An outer-shell electron will then relax to a lower-

energy state to occupy that vacant orbital, emitting an X-ray with energy equal to this 

difference in energy levels. This emitted X-ray is characteristic of the atomic structure of 

the excited atom, and the number of X-rays emitted in a given time correlate to the 

relative concentration of that element in the sample. In this case, a Si(Li) diode under 

reverse bias was used to detect the energies of emitted X-rays. 

 

2.8 Hall and Resistivity Measurements 

 

The electrical transport properties of the GaAs:In and GaAs:Bi films were 

determined by Hall and resistivity measurements in the van der Pauw geometry. A typical 

sample is shown in Fig. 2.6: a symmetric sample ~5 mm square with ~0.5 mm diameter 

contacts. In was deposited at the edges of the square sample, followed by annealing at 

400ºC for 2 min in an N2 atmosphere to fabricate the contacts. Gold wires 25 µm in 

diameter were soldered to the contacts using more In and connected to a component 

carrier. While straightforward to fabricate, van der Pauw geometry samples have two 
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intrinsic sources of error. First, due to the finite size of contacts, the error introduced in 

the resistance measurement is: 

D
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R

R

H

H

2

8

π
−=

∆
        (2.1) 

where RH is the Hall coefficient, ΔRH is the error in the Hall coefficient, d is the 

dimension of the contact, and D is the dimension of the sample.9 The second source of 

error is due to the asymmetric shape of the sample. If the sample is not perfectly square, a 

correction factor needs to be considered as follows: 

measuredreal f ρρ ⋅=         (2.1) 

where f ≤ 1 and depends on the degree of sample asymmetry.9 For the samples presented 

in this work, the contact dimension was ~1 mm and the sample dimension was ~5 mm, 

with negligible asymmetry, resulting in a measurement error of ~ 16%. To determine the 

Ohmic nature of each contact, current-voltage measurements were performed with a 

Hewlett Packard 4156B semiconductor parameter analyzer. Typical contact resistances 

measured were on the order of 100 Ω, 1 kΩ, and 100 Ω for as-grown, ion-implanted, and 

implanted-plus-annealed samples, respectively. For Hall and resistivity measurements, a 

Keithley 224 current source was used to send a current ranging from 100 nA to 10 µA 

between two contacts. In the absence of an applied magnetic field, the voltage difference 

is measured parallel to the direction of current flow. Then, Hall measurements were 

performed by subjecting the sample to a ~0.124 Tesla magnetic field while passing an 

electrical current. Because the charge carriers are moving through a magnetic field, they 

are subjected to a Lorentz force and will drift in a direction perpendicular to both the 

current flow and magnetic field, resulting in a potential difference in this third direction, 
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termed the “Hall voltage.” From these measurements, the resistivity and free carrier 

concentration were determined using the procedures in ASTM standard F76.10 

 

2.9 Variable Temperature Seebeck and Resistivity Measurements 

 

For variable temperature measurements of the Seebeck coefficient, S = ΔV/ΔT, 

samples were cleaved in 2 x 12 mm rectangles and In contacts were applied in the center 

of the sample separated by ~2.5 mm, and across the ends of the sample’s major axis. 

These contacts were then annealed at 400ºC for 2 min in an N2 atmosphere. A 

thermocouple and gold wire were attached to the two center contacts in order to measure 

the temperature and voltage difference between the contacts. Because a temperature 

gradient along the sample is necessary for Seebeck measurements, a 1 kΩ metal foil 

resistor acting as a current-driven heater was attached to one end of the sample. A copper 

block is clamped to the other end of the sample to act as a sample holder and heat sink. 

Gold wires are then attached to both the copper block and the In contact at the end of the 

sample, acting as a current source and drain for resistivity measurements. A schematic of 

the sample is shown in Fig. 2.7. A temperature gradient was induced within the sample 

by passing a current through the heater. The temperature and potential difference at the 

center contacts were then measured, from which the Seebeck coefficient was calculated. 

To measure the resistivity, a current was passed through the sample and the potential 

difference between the two center contacts was measured. This potential difference and 

the sample geometry can be related to the resistivity via the following formula,  
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Id

VA
=ρ          (2.1) 

where ρ is the resistivity, V is the potential difference between the contacts, A is the 

cross-sectional area of the current-carrying portion of the sample, I is the current, and d is 

the separation between the contacts. 

The cryostat used in these Seebeck and resistivity measurements is composed of 

four concentric shells: the outer-most shell is filled with liquid nitrogen to act as a 

thermal barrier to the environment, the second shell is filled with liquid helium, the third 

shell is under vacuum to thermally insulate the second shell from the final shell, and the 

final shell houses the sample. A needle valve is used to connect the liquid helium shell 

with the vacuum shell and allow the transfer of helium into the vacuum shell, changing 

the temperature in the sample shell. A heater and temperature sensor on the sample 

holder is utilized to control the sample chamber temperature, allowing the cryostat to 

reach temperatures between 2 and 300 K.  

 

2.10 Time-Domain Thermoreflectance (TDTR) Measurements 

 

The thermal conductivity, κ, of the GaAs:In and GaAs:Bi films was measured 

using a spectroscopic technique termed time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR).11 For 

these measurements, ~2 x 3 mm samples were cleaved from the films. The GaAs:In 

(GaAs:Bi) films then had a 5 nm Ni (Ti) layer deposited on the surface, on which 85 nm 

of Al were deposited. This Al layer acts as a heat transducer, heating under laser-

irradiation and then transferring that heat to the sample. In this experiment, a 1550 nm 
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pump pulse is used to heat a transducer layer on the sample surface and a 100 fs (780 nm) 

probe pulse is used to measure its reflectance, shown schematically in Fig. 2.8. For the 

analysis, we solved the time-dependent heat conduction equation,12 assuming heat loss in 

the transducer and GaAs:In or GaAs:Bi layers, with κtransducer = κAl = 200 W m-1 K-1.13 

The calculated time-dependence of the reflectance is then fit with the experimental data 

using a least-squares minimization while varying the laser absorption depth, transducer-

film boundary conductance, and κfilm. 
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Fig. 2.1 Schematic of the Modified Varian Gen II molecular beam epitaxy system used 
in these studies. Seven solid sources are located in the effusion cell ports (Ga, 
Al, In, Si, Be, Bi and an As cracker). 
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Fig. 2.2 Schematic of a typical ion implanter. 
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Fig. 2.3 Diagram of the rapid thermal annealing setup. The sample sits on a silicon 
wafer with a thermocouple contact on the underside. The chamber is purged 
with flowing nitrogen or argon gas and the sample is heated by a halogen 
lamp housed inside a quartz window. 
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Fig. 2.4 Schematic of cross-sectional TEM sample preparation. The sample is (a) 
cleaved into two equal parts and (b) glued film side together using epoxy. The 
sample is then (c) mounted on a polishing stub and polished on one side 
before (d) mounting on a TEM grid with epoxy and polishing the opposite 
side to a final thickness of ~50 μm. The sample is then (e) placed in an Ar ion 
miller and milled until a perforation is formed in the center of the sample. 
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Fig. 2.5 Ray diagrams showing how the objective lens/aperture are used in 
combination to produce (a) a BF image from the direct beam and (b) a 
centered dark field image where the incident beam is tilted so that the 
scattered beam remains on axis. (Adapted from Ref. 8) 
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Fig. 2.6 The van der Pauw geometry used for resistivity and Hall measurements. In 
contacts are deposited at the corners of the sample. 
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Fig. 2.7 Schematic sample setup for variable temperature Seebeck and resistivity 
measurements. For Seebeck measurements, a current is passed through the 
heater, while the copper block acts as a heat sink, inducing a temperature 
gradient. The temperature difference and Seebeck voltage are measured using 
the contacts on the side of the sample. For resistivity measurements, a current 
is passed from the top contact to the bottom, and the potential difference 
between the two side contacts is measured. 
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Fig. 2.8 Experimental setup for TDTR measurements. A 1550 nm pump pulse 
illuminates a metal heat transducer film on the surface of the sample. A 780 
nm probe pulse is used to monitor the reflectance of the film as the heat 
equilibrates in the transducer and begins diffusing into the sample. 
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Chapter 3 

Formation and Thermoelectric Properties of In Nanocrystals Embedded in GaAs 

 

3.1 Overview 

 

This chapter discusses our investigations into the formation of In nanocrystals 

(NCs) embedded in GaAs using ion beam synthesis similar to matrix-seeded growth.1,2 

This chapter opens with background information on studies of In+ implantation into 

GaAs. This is followed by a section focused on our studies of the effect of In+ fluence on 

NC formation. This section includes a description of the experiments used to characterize 

the films, followed by a discussion of the effects of implantation and annealing on the 

microstructure and thermoelectric properties. For the highest ion fluence, an enormous 

Seebeck coefficient of -12 mV/K is observed at 4 K.  

The second section of this chapter is focused on the effect of annealing 

temperature on NC formation and the influence of these In NCs on the thermoelectric 

properties. This section also begins with a description of the experiments used in the 

characterization of the films, followed by a discussion of the formation of In NCs and 

their influence on the thermoelectric properties. The In nanocrystals enhance the free 

carrier concentration, while electron and phonon scattering at crystallite boundaries 

increases the resistivity and reduces the thermal conductivity. Furthermore, the room 
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temperature Seebeck coefficient exhibits a 25% increase due to carrier trapping. This 

chapter concludes with a summary.  

 

3.2 Background 

 

Nanocomposite materials have been identified as promising candidates for high 

figure-of-merit thermoelectric materials. Due to the increased control of the density of 

states and hence, the energies of charge carriers, nanocomposite materials are predicted to 

have a significantly higher thermoelectric figure-of-merit (Z = S2σ/κ, where S is the 

Seebeck coefficient, σ is the electrical conductivity, and κ is the thermal conductivity) in 

comparison to their bulk counterparts.3 For example, enhancements of Z due to low 

dimensionality have been reported for Bi2Te3/Sb2Te3 superlattices4 and embedded Si 

nanocrystals in SiGe.5 Additionally, it has been suggested that embedded metallic 

nanoparticles in a semiconducting matrix enhance its Seebeck coefficient via electron 

energy filtering.6 Recently, a variety of embedded nanocrystals have been synthesized by 

matrix-seeded growth, which involves ion-beam-amorphization of a semiconductor film, 

followed by nanoscale recrystallization via rapid thermal annealing (RTA).1,7 However, 

for the case of In+ implantation, the relatively high sputter yield of GaAs leads to the 

replacement of a maximum of ~20% (Refs 8 and 9) of the original Ga atoms by In. Thus 

the predicted In-GaAs phase separation,10 and subsequent formation of In NCs upon 

annealing, is unlikely. Therefore, to increase the retained In concentration, we have 

developed a “sputter-mask” method, based upon predictions from Profile Code 
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simulations (described in Appendix B), which involves implantation of various fluences 

of In+ into GaAs layers covered with an n-type AlAs sputter-mask, followed by 

recrystallization initiated by rapid-thermal-annealing (RTA). 

 

3.3 In Nanocrystal Formation and Properties: Effect of In+ Fluence 

 

3.3.1 Experiments 

 

For these investigations, films were grown on semi-insulating (001) GaAs 

substrates using Ga, Al, As2, and Si, as described elsewhere.11 For both the reference and 

sputter-masked samples, a 500-nm-thick n-GaAs (Si doping, N ~ 5x1017 cm-3) layer was 

grown at 580°C. For the sputter-mask samples, 50 nm of n-AlAs (Si doping, N ~ 5x1017 

cm-3) was then grown at 580°C. This free carrier concentration, n, is within 50% of the 

free carrier concentration predicted to maximize the GaAs power factor.12 The sputter-

mask samples were then implanted (as described in Chapter 2) with 100 keV In+, at ion 

fluences of 3.8x1015, 3.8x1016, and 3.8x1017 cm-2, which we will refer to as “low,” 

“medium,” and “high” fluence films, respectively. We note that the AlAs layers are 

expected to be partially (fully) sputtered away for the low and medium (high) fluence 

films. Following implantation, RTA was performed in Ar gas for 30 s at 600°C, using a 

GaAs proximity cap, intended to prevent As out-diffusion. Following growth and/or 

implantation and/or RTA, room temperature Hall effect measurements and the 

temperature-dependence of the resistivity, ρ(T), and the Seebeck coefficient, S(T), were 
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measured using the method described in Chapter 2. To examine the microstructure of the 

films, cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) specimens were prepared 

using conventional mechanical polishing, followed by argon ion milling at 77 K. All 

selected area electron diffraction (SAD) patterns were calibrated to the GaAs substrate 

{110}. 

 

3.3.2 Influence of Ion Fluence on Microstructure 

 

Presented in Fig. 3.1 are typical bright-field TEM images of the as-implanted (a) 

low, (c) medium, and (e) high fluence films, with corresponding SAD patterns as insets. 

The low (medium) fluence films contain a 50 nm (6 nm) AlAs surface layer, with a 68 

nm (143 nm) a-GaAs layer. The AlAs layer acts as a sputter-mask, preventing the 

sputtering of Ga and As atoms from GaAs during implantation. However, the high 

fluence film contains a ~100 nm a-GaAs surface layer with crystalline remnants. Due to 

the medium fluence film having the thinnest remaining sputter-mask, this fluence has 

been identified as the optimal fluence for maximizing the retained In concentration, as 

explained in Appendix B. Presented in Fig. 3.1(b), Fig. 3.1(d), and Fig. 3.1(f) are typical 

bright field TEM images, with corresponding SAD patterns as insets, of the annealed 

low, medium, and high fluence films, respectively. For the low (medium) fluence films, a 

19 nm (10 nm) AlAs layer is present. Beneath this AlAs layer, a 100 nm (126 nm) 

recrystallized GaAs layer (labeled “R”) containing stacking faults (denoted with arrows) 

is observed. The stacking fault formation is likely due to simultaneous recrystallization of 
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the a-GaAs layer from the AlAs and crystalline GaAs interfaces. For the high fluence 

film, a polycrystalline GaAs layer without stacking faults is observed.  

 

3.3.3 Influence of Ion Fluence on Resistivity and n 

 

In Fig. 3.2, we consider ρ(T) for the low, medium, and high ion fluence films, in 

comparison with that of the GaAs reference. We note that for all ion fluences, the T-

dependence of ρ is similar for both as-implanted and post-RTA films. For the GaAs 

reference, ρ is independent of T, indicating electron scattering via a combination of 

ionized impurities and lattice defects.13 For all low and medium ion fluence films, ρ is 

similarly independent of T, indicating similar scattering mechanisms. However, the low 

and medium fluence films exhibit ρ values one to two orders of magnitude larger than 

those of the reference film. For the high fluence film, the T-dependence of ρ differs from 

that of the GaAs reference. Shown in the inset of Fig. 3.2 is a plot of ln(ρ) vs T -1/4 for the 

high dose films, in comparison with the medium dose film before RTA. The medium 

fluence film shows that ln(ρ) is independent of T -1/4, while for T > 40 K, the high fluence 

films exhibit a linear dependence of ln(ρ) on T -1/4, suggesting variable-range-hopping 

conduction.14 Thus, for the high fluence films, it is likely that carriers hop between the 

crystallites shown in Fig. 3.1(e) and Fig. 3.1(f).  

We now consider the effects of ion fluence and RTA on ρ(T) and n. The GaAs 

reference shows the lowest ρ across all measurement temperatures (2 – 300 K), with a 

room temperature ρ (4.2x10-3 Ω cm) within 20% of literature values for similarly-doped 
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single crystal GaAs films.15 For the GaAs:In films, ρ increases with increasing ion 

fluence, reaching an ultra-high ρ for the high fluence film. For the low (medium) fluence 

film, the room temperature carrier concentration is 1x1017 cm-3 (4x1016 cm-3), 

corresponding to a 80% (92%) decrease compared to the reference film, consistent with a 

mechanism in which implantation produces defects, which trap carriers and reduce n.16 

For the low and medium fluence films, following RTA, ρ is decreased in comparison to 

that of the as-implanted samples, remaining higher than that of the GaAs reference. The 

corresponding n has nearly doubled to 2x1017 and 1x1017 cm-3, presumably due to the 

annealing out of carrier trapping defects. For the high fluence film following RTA, for T 

< 100 K (> 100 K), ρ is increased (unchanged). 

 

3.3.4 Influence of Ion Fluence on Thermoelectric Properties 

 

We have also examined the influence of implantation and RTA on the T-

dependence of the Seebeck coefficient, S(T), as shown in Fig. 3.3. S(T) for the GaAs:In 

films with low and medium ion fluences, in comparison with that of the GaAs reference 

are shown in Fig. 3.3(a). For all films, S is negative, implying n-type conduction. Since 

|S| typically increases with decreasing carrier concentration,17 the increase in |S| is 

attributed to the carrier trapping process described above. At the lowest temperatures (T < 

10 K), all films exhibit a rapid increase of |S| that peaks at ~10 K. For T > 10 K, |S| 

rapidly decreases until a temperature of ~100 K. This T-dependence of S is a 

manifestation of a strong electron-phonon interaction, often referred to as the phonon-
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drag effect. The position of the phonon-drag peak near 10 K is similar for both the low 

and medium fluence films. For T > 100 K, |S| increases monotonically with T, due to 

electron diffusion driven by the temperature gradient. In this electron diffusion regime, |S| 

is higher than that of GaAs for both the low and medium fluences, with RTA leading to a 

decrease in |S|, due to the increase in free carrier concentration mentioned above. 

We now consider S(T) of the as-implanted high fluence film in comparison with 

that of the as-implanted medium fluence film, both shown in Fig. 3.3(b).18 We note that 

the scale of Fig. 3.3(b) is in mV/K as opposed to the µV/K scale used in Fig. 3.3(a). For 

the high fluence film, at the lowest temperatures (T < 10 K), S is negative with |S| 

increasing rapidly with decreasing T until it reaches an enormous value of -12 mV/K at 4 

K. We consider this low T behavior of S to be a manifestation of phonon-drag of 

electrons. According to Herring,19 as the free carrier concentration decreases, the increase 

in |S| due to the phonon-drag effect increases. Thus, our enormous phonon-drag peak is 

attributed to a decrease in the free carrier concentration, due to both the trapping of 

carriers by defects and the conversion of Si atoms from n- to p-type dopants, as will be 

discussed below. For T > 10 K, S becomes increasingly more positive, peaks near 15 K, 

and then monotonically decreases (while remaining positive) up to 300 K. The peak near 

15 K is interpreted as a manifestation of the phonon-drag of holes. In the high fluence 

film, the sign conversion of S indicates the presence of both electron and hole charge 

carriers, with a transition from electrons as the majority charge carrier (S < 0, T < 10 K) 

to holes as the majority charge carrier (S > 0, T > 10 K). In this case, the AlAs (GaAs) 

layers are fully (partially) sputtered away. Due to the higher sputter yield of As, the GaAs 

surface becomes As-deficient, i.e. As vacancies (VAs) are formed.20 We propose a 
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mechanism in which ion implantation causes Si atoms to be displaced from Ga sites to 

the implantation-induced VAs, leading to an n-type (SiGa) to p-type (SiAs) conversion. A 

similar mechanism for n-to-p-type conversion was reported for MeV ion implantation of 

various ions (H+, Er+, and Si+) into GaAs.2124  

In Fig. 3.4, we consider the T-dependence of the power factor of the low, 

medium, and high ion fluence films in comparison with that of the GaAs reference. The 

GaAs reference shows the highest power factor across all measurement temperatures (2 – 

300 K), with a room temperature power factor comparable to literature values for 

similarly-doped single crystal GaAs films.12 For the GaAs:In films, the power factor 

decreases with increasing ion fluence, with a significant reduction in power factor for the 

high fluence film. This decrease in power factor is attributed to the increase in resistivity 

shown in Fig. 3.2. The minimum in power factor for the high fluence film is attributed to 

the n-to-p-type conversion, which causes S = 0 V/K at 10 K. For the low and medium 

fluence films, following RTA, the power factor increases, remaining less than that of the 

GaAs reference. 

 

3.4 In Nanocrystal Formation and Properties: Effect of Annealing Temperature 

 

3.4.1 Experiments 

 

For these investigations, films were grown on semi-insulating (001) GaAs 

substrates using Ga, Al, As2, and Si, as described elsewhere.11 All samples consisted of 
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an undoped GaAs buffer (500 nm thick), followed by Si-doped layers of GaAs (500 nm 

thick) and an AlAs sputter-mask (50 nm thick), all grown at 580°C. The target doping 

concentration was 1x1018 cm-3, within 50% of the n predicted to maximize the GaAs 

power factor.12 Following growth, a portion of the film was reserved as a reference 

sample, while the remainder was implanted with 100 keV In+, at an ion fluence of 

3.8x1016 cm-2, as described in Chapter 2. At this fluence, the AlAs layer is expected to be 

partially sputtered away while maximizing the retained In concentration.25 Following 

implantation, RTA was performed in Ar gas for 30 s at 450, 500, and 550°C, which we 

will refer to as “low,” “medium,” and “high” T annealed films, respectively. During 

RTA, a GaAs proximity cap was used to minimize As out-diffusion. 

Following growth and/or implantation and/or RTA, the temperature-dependence 

of the resistivity, ρ(T), and the Seebeck coefficient, S(T), as well as the room temperature 

free carrier concentration of the films were measured utilizing the methods detailed in 

Chapter 2. The thermal conductivity of the films was measured using the time-domain 

thermoreflectance (TDTR) method described in Chapter 2. TDTR measurements were 

enabled by the deposition of a surface thermal transducer consisting of a 5 nm/ 85 nm 

Ni/Al layer.  

To examine the microstructure of the films, cross-sectional TEM specimens were 

prepared using conventional mechanical polishing, followed by argon ion milling at 77 

K. TEM imaging and SAD were carried out in a JEOL 3011 operating at 300 kV. Energy 

Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDX) and high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) 

scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) were performed in a JEOL 2010 

TEM operating at 200 kV. 
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3.4.2 Influence of Annealing Temperature on Microstructure 

 

Presented in Fig. 3.5 are typical bright-field TEM images of GaAs:In (a) as-

implanted and following RTA at (c) low, (e) medium, and (g) high temperatures. The 

corresponding SAD patterns are shown in Fig. 3.5(b), Fig. 3.5(d), Fig. 3.5(f), and Fig. 

3.5(h). The as-implanted film consists of a 100 nm thick a-GaAs surface film, below 

which is crystalline GaAs. The medium (high) T annealed film consist of a 96 nm (89 

nm) recrystallized GaAs layer containing stacking faults. For the low T annealed film, a 

63 nm polycrystalline GaAs layer is present. SAD indicates diffracted spots with d-

spacings of 2.46 Å, within 1% of the {002} interplanar spacing of In. We note that this 

polycrystalline structure is presumably due to the low annealing temperature, which 

prevents full crystallization of the amorphized layer. 

Fig. 3.6 presents typical HAADF images of GaAs:In (a) as-implanted and 

following RTA at (c) low, (e) medium, and (g) high temperatures. The corresponding 

EDX elemental maps are shown in Fig. 3.6(b), Fig. 3.6(d), Fig. 3.6(f), and Fig. 3.6(h), 

with In, Ga, and Al atoms labeled in green, blue, and red, respectively. EDX reveals the 

formation of an 85 nm thick In-rich layer following implantation. The high T annealed 

film shows In diffusion towards the substrate, while the medium T annealed film shows 

In segregating towards the surface, forming a 100 nm thick layer. For the low T annealed 

film, however, In-rich clusters ~85 nm in diameter are observed, consistent with the In 

diffraction spots in Fig. 3.5(d).  
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For the low T annealed film, we further examined the microstructure using bright-

/dark-field and high-resolution TEM. In Fig. 3.7, close-up views of the polycrystalline 

GaAs layers containing In-rich clusters are shown in the (a) bright-field, (b) dark-field, 

and (c) high-resolution images. The dark-field image in Fig. 3.7(b) was obtained using 

the In {110} diffraction spot. A ~13 nm diameter feature is circled in Fig. 3.7(a) – (c). 

Since the feature appears bright in Fig. 3.7(b), it is attributed to an In NC. We note that 

additional bright-field images spanning > 0.2 µm2 reveal In NCs with sizes ranging from 

10 to 20 nm. The high-resolution image in Fig. 3.7(c) reveals an In NC located at the 

boundary of multiple GaAs crystallites, each labeled “A,” which presumably serves as a 

NC nucleation site. 

 

3.4.3 Influence of Implantation and Annealing on Carrier Concentration 

 

We now consider the effects of RTA on the room temperature (RT) free carrier 

concentration, n. For the reference film, n = 7.0 ± 1.1 x1017 cm-3; following implantation, 

n decreases by ~70% to 2.0 ± 0.3 x1017 cm-3, consistent with a mechanism in which point 

defects arising from the implantation process trap carriers and reduce n.16 For the low T 

annealed film, n rises to 4.0 ± 0.6 x1017 cm-3. However, the medium and high T annealed 

films show an increase of n to 2.4 ± 0.4 x1017 and 2.1 ± 0.3 x1017 cm-3, respectively. It is 

interesting to note that the most significant increase in n occurs for the In NC-containing 

film, presumably due to the In NCs acting as electron donors, similar to the doping effect 

reported for ErAs particles in GaAs.26 
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3.4.4 Influence of In Nanocrystals on Thermoelectric Properties 

 

Having established the formation of In NCs and their effect on n, we now 

investigate the effect of these NCs on the thermoelectric properties. In Fig. 3.8(a), we 

consider ρ(T) for the low T annealed film, in comparison with that of the reference film. 

We note that the T-dependence of ρ is similar for both the low T annealed film and the 

GaAs reference. For both the GaAs reference and the low T annealed film, ρ is weakly 

dependent on T, indicating extended-band conduction.13 However, the low T annealed 

film exhibits a ρ ~4.6 times higher than the GaAs reference, due to the changes in 

structure and n, described above.  

We have also examined the influence of the In NCs on the T-dependence of the 

Seebeck coefficient, S(T), as shown in Fig. 3.8(b), in comparison with that of the 

reference film. At the lowest temperatures (T < 10 K), both films exhibit a rapid increase 

of |S| that peaks at ~10 K. For T > 10 K, |S| rapidly decreases until a temperature of ~100 

K. This T-dependence of S is a manifestation of a strong electron-phonon interaction, 

often referred to as the phonon-drag effect. The T-dependence of these films is similar to 

that of the films reported previously.25 The position of the phonon-drag peak near 10 K is 

similar for both the low T annealed film and the GaAs reference. In this phonon-drag 

regime, |S| of the low T annealed film is ~190 µV/K less than that of the GaAs reference. 

Presumably, the polycrystalline structure of the low T annealed film enhances phonon 

scattering, decreasing the likelihood of electron-phonon coupling, and therefore reducing 
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the magnitude of the phonon-drag peak. For T > 100 K, |S| increases monotonically with 

T, due to electron diffusion driven by the temperature gradient. In this diffusion regime, 

the In NC-containing film exhibits higher values of |S| than those of the reference, with 

~50 µV/K difference at RT. This increase in |S| is presumably due to free carrier trapping 

at implantation-induced defects, as described above, reduces n, thereby increasing |S|. 

We have also examined the influence of the In NCs on the thermal conductivity, 

κ, of the films, using an analysis of TDTR measurements. Fig. 3.9 shows the time-

dependence of the normalized reflectance for both the In NC-containing and reference 

GaAs films. During the first 100 ps, the metallic transducer is heated, leading to a rise in 

reflectance. From 200 to 4700 ps following the pump pulse, heat is dissipated through the 

In NC-containing (GaAs) layer in the nanocomposite (reference) film, leading to a 

gradual decrease in reflectance. For the analysis, we solve the time-dependent heat 

conduction equation,27 assuming heat loss in the transducer and GaAs:In layers, with 

κtransducer = κAl = 200 W m-1 K-1.28 The calculated time-dependence of the reflectance is 

then fit with the experimental data using a least-squares minimization while varying the 

laser absorption depth, transducer-film boundary conductance, and κfilm. In all cases, the 

laser absorption depth lies within the thickness of the transducer layer and the thermal 

boundary conductance is ~1017 W m-2 K-1, similar to that reported for Al/GaSb.29 For the 

reference film, κfilm = 50 W m-1 K-1, similar to the reported value of κGaAs = 55 W m-1 K-

1.30 For the In NC-containing film, κfilm = 26 W m-1 K-1, ~50% of κGaAs. Thus, phonon 

scattering is increased in the In NC-containing film. As discussed above, In NCs are often 

located at the boundaries of multiple GaAs crystallites. Since the density of GaAs 
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crystallite-GaAs crystallite boundaries is higher than that of GaAs crystallite-In NC 

boundaries, phonons are likely primarily scattered at GaAs crystallite boundaries. 

 

3.5 Conclusions 

 

In summary, we have examined the microstructure and T-dependence of ρ, S, and 

the power factor of GaAs:In prepared by ion implantation followed by RTA. The low and 

medium fluence films consist of a residual AlAs layer on a-GaAs, whereas the high 

fluence film consists of an a-GaAs layer with crystalline remnants. Following RTA, the 

low and medium fluence films consist of a recrystallized GaAs layer with stacking faults 

likely due to simultaneous recrystallization from the AlAs and crystalline GaAs 

interfaces, while the high fluence film is polycrystalline. Both S and ρ increase with ion 

fluence, with the high fluence film showing both electrons (T < 10 K) and holes (T > 10 

K) as charge carriers with corresponding phonon drag peaks of -12 mV/K at 4 K and +2 

mV/K at 15 K. This sign conversion of S indicates an n-to-p-type conversion, presumably 

due to the migration of Si dopant atoms from Ga to As sites. For the low and medium 

(high) fluence films before and after RTA, ln(ρ) is independent (dependent) on T -1/4, 

indicative of extended-band (variable-range-hopping) conduction. For the high fluence 

film, it is likely that charge carriers hop between crystallites. These results suggest a new 

path for the formation of embedded semiconductor nanocomposites for thermoelectrics.  

This work then formed the basis of a study devoted to determining the annealing 

conditions necessary to nucleate In NCs within a GaAs matrix and examining the 
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influence of embedded In NCs on n, ρ, S, and κ of GaAs. Implantation amorphizes the 

surface of the GaAs film, inducing defects which trap carriers and reduce n. RTA at high 

and medium T results in a recrystallized GaAs film, while RTA at low T leads to a 

polycrystalline GaAs containing 10-20 nm diameter In NCs which act as electron donors. 

The GaAs crystallite boundaries serve to scatter electrons and phonons, increasing ρ and 

reducing κ. Furthermore, the room temperature Seebeck coefficient exhibits a 25% 

increase, presumably due to carrier trapping. Together, these data reveal that In NCs 

enhance n and S while decreasing σ. It is anticipated that application of this approach to 

more heavily doped GaAs layers will lead to NC-containing films with n similar to the 

optimum carrier concentration of GaAs, maximizing the thermoelectric power factor, S2σ. 
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Fig. 3.1 Bright-field TEM images of low (a and b), medium (c and d), and high (e and 
f) ion fluence films both as-implanted and following RTA, respectively. The 
inset in (a)-(f) are the corresponding SAD patterns. Before RTA, the (a) low 
and (c) medium fluence films consist of an AlAs layer on top of a-GaAs, 
whereas, the (e) high fluence film consists of an a-GaAs layer containing 
crystalline remnants. Following RTA, the (b) low and (d) medium fluence 
films show recrystallization of the a-GaAs (region labeled “R”) with stacking 
faults present (denoted by arrows), while the (f) high fluence film has 
recrystallized into a polycrystalline layer. 
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Fig. 3.2 Resistivity, ρ, as a function of temperature for GaAs:In films with low, 
medium, and high ion fluences (as-implanted and after RTA) in comparison to 
that of a GaAs reference. For most samples, ρ is T-independent, suggesting 
electron scattering via a combination of ionized impurities and lattice defects. 
However, the high fluence films show a deviation from this T-independence. 
The inset contains a plot of ln(ρ) as a function of T -1/4 for both the high 
fluence films and the medium fluence film before RTA. For the medium 
fluence film, ln(ρ) is independent of T -1/4, while the high fluence films exhibit 
a linear dependence of ln(ρ) on T -1/4 for T > 40 K, suggesting variable-range-
hopping conduction. 
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Fig. 3.3 (a) Seebeck coefficient, S, as a function of temperature for GaAs:In films with 
low and medium ion fluences (both as-implanted and following RTA), in 
comparison to that of the GaAs reference. The enhancement in |S| for T < 100 
K is attributed to phonon drag. The monotonic increase in |S| from 100 K to 
300 K is due to electron diffusion driven by the T gradient. (b) S(T) for as-
implanted GaAs:In films with medium and high ion fluences. For T < 10 K (> 
10 K), S is negative (positive), implying a n-to-p-type carrier conversion. 
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Fig. 3.4 Power factor (S2σ) as a function of temperature for GaAs:In films with low, 
medium, and high ion fluences (as-implanted and after RTA) in comparison to 
that of a GaAs reference. In comparison to the reference film, the power factor 
of the implanted films decreases with increasing implantation fluence. 
Following RTA, the power factor of the low and medium fluence films 
increases, remaining less than that of the reference film. 
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Fig. 3.5 Bright-field TEM images of (a) as-implanted, and following RTA at (c) low T, 
(e) medium T, and (g) high T. The corresponding SAD patterns, collected 
from the a-GaAs of (a) and the recrystallized layer of (c), (e), and (g), are 
presented in (b), (d), (f), and (h), respectively. 
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Fig. 3.6 Cross-sectional HAADF STEM images of (a) as-implanted, and following 
RTA at (c) low T, (e) medium T, and (g) high T. The corresponding composite 
elemental maps of Ga (blue), Al (red), and In (green) collected from (a), (c), 
(e), and (g), are presented in (b), (d), (f), and (h), respectively. The In NCs in 
(d) are circled as a guide to the eye. 
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Fig. 3.7 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of GaAs:In films following 
low T RTA: (a) bright-field, (b) In {110} dark-field, and (c) high-resolution. 
An opaque 13 nm diameter feature is shown in the bright-field image in (a). In 
the corresponding dark-field image (b), this feature appears bright, identifying 
it as an In NC. In (c), the high resolution TEM image of the same feature 
shows that the In NC is located at the boundary between GaAs crystallites, 
labeled “A”. In (a)-(c), the In NC is circled as a guide to the eye. 
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Fig. 3.8 (a) Resistivity, ρ, and (b) Seebeck coefficient, S, as a function of temperature 
for both the GaAs reference and the GaAs:In film low T RTA. 
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Fig. 3.9 Normalized transient reflectance as a function of time of the low T RTA film, 
in comparison to that of a GaAs reference. 
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Chapter 4 

Influence of Embedded Bi Nanocrystals on GaAs Thermoelectric Properties 

 

4.1 Overview 

 

This chapter discusses our investigation into the ion beam synthesis of Bi NCs 

embedded in GaAs, as well as the influence of these NCs on the thermoelectric properties 

of the films. This chapter opens with background information on studies of Bi+ 

implantation into GaAs and related materials. We then discuss the experimental methods 

used to characterize these GaAs:Bi films. Next, we discuss the influence of implantation 

and annealing on the microstructure of the films, and how this microstructure influences 

the GaAs thermoelectric properties. For all Bi+ fluences, κ is reduced by ~30% in 

comparison to that of GaAs, presumably due to phonon scattering at Bi NC/GaAs matrix 

boundaries. The implantation process has also reduced both n and σ, with partial recovery 

following RTA. We then discuss the role of microstructure on the electrical and thermal 

conductivity of the GaAs:Bi films through a comparison with GaAs:In and GaAs:N 

films. This chapter concludes with a summary. 
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4.2 Background 

 

Nanocomposite materials have been identified as promising candidates for high figure-of-

merit thermoelectric materials. Due to the increased control of the density of states and 

hence, the energies of charge carriers, nanocomposite materials are predicted to have a 

significantly higher thermoelectric figure-of-merit (Z = S2σ/κ, where S is the Seebeck 

coefficient, σ is the electrical conductivity, and κ is the thermal conductivity) in 

comparison to their bulk counterparts.1 For example, enhancements of Z due to low 

dimensionality have been reported for Bi2Te3/Sb2Te3 superlattices2 and embedded Si 

nanocrystals in SiGe.3 Additionally, it has been suggested that embedded metallic 

nanoparticles enhance the Seebeck coefficient of a semiconducting matrix via electron 

energy filtering.4 Recently, a variety of embedded nanocrystals have been synthesized by 

matrix-seeded growth, which involves ion-beam-amorphization of a semiconductor film, 

followed by nanoscale recrystallization via rapid thermal annealing (RTA).5-10 For the 

case of In+ implantation into GaAs, a sputter-mask method was developed to maximize 

the retained ion dose by limiting sputtering, yielding an ion-fluence dependent |S|, with 

an enormous Seebeck coefficient of -12 mV/K at 4 K for a fluence of 3.8x1017 cm-2.11 

Furthermore, annealing at 450°C led to the formation of In nanocrystals (NCs), as well as 

an increase in the free carrier concentration and Seebeck coefficient while reducing the 

thermal conductivity by ~50%.10 Due to the high atomic mass of Bi and its low, but 

finite, solubility in GaAs,12 we consider GaAs:Bi for further reductions in thermal 

conductivity. Although low dose Bi+ implantation at high (low) energies has been used to 
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produce damage tracks in GaAs:Bi13 (electronic states in GaP and GaAs14,15), ion-beam 

synthesis of embedded Bi NCs in GaAs has not been explored.  

 

4.3 Experiments 

 

For these investigations, films were grown on semi-insulating (001) GaAs 

substrates using Ga, Al, As2, and Si, as described elsewhere.16 All samples consisted of 

an undoped GaAs buffer (250 nm thick), followed by Si-doped layers of GaAs (500 nm 

thick) and an AlAs sputter-mask (50 nm thick), all grown at 580 °C. The target free 

carrier concentration was 1x1018 cm-3, within 50% of that predicted to maximize the 

GaAs power factor.17 Following growth, a portion of the film was reserved as a reference 

sample, while the remainder was implanted, as described in Chapter 2, with 100 keV Bi+, 

at fluences of 1.4x1016, 2.4x1016, and 5.6x1016 cm-2, referred to as “low,” “medium,” and 

“high.” At the low and medium (high) fluences, the AlAs layer is expected to be partially 

(fully) sputtered away.11 To minimize channeling effects during implantation, a 7° angle 

of incidence with respect to the sample surface normal was utilized. During implantation, 

the substrate temperature was maintained at 77 K. Following implantation, RTA was 

performed in argon gas for 30 s at 450°C. During RTA, a GaAs proximity cap was used 

to minimize As out-diffusion. 

Following growth and/or implantation and/or RTA, the temperature-dependence 

of the Seebeck coefficient S(T) and room temperature carrier concentration (n), and 

conductivity (σ) were measured utilizing the methods detailed in Chapter 2. The thermal 
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conductivity of the films was measured using the time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR) 

method described in Chapter 2. To examine the microstructure of the films, cross-

sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM), Energy Dispersive X-Ray 

Spectroscopy (EDX), and high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) scanning transmission 

electron microscopy (STEM) were performed, as described in Chapter 2. 

 

4.4 Microstructural Evolution  

Fig. 4.1 presents typical bright-field TEM images of as-implanted (a) low, (c) 

medium, and (e) high fluence films with corresponding SAD patterns as insets. For all 

three fluences, a ~90 nm amorphous surface layer is observed on top of single-crystal 

GaAs. However, for the medium fluence film, the amorphous surface layer is rippled 

with embedded GaAs crystallites near the surface. The SAD patterns of the low and high 

fluence films confirm the presence of an a-GaAs layer, while the SAD pattern of the 

medium fluence film exhibits an amorphous halo and diffraction spots, indicative of the 

presence of crystallites. To verify the presence and composition of these crystallites, the 

microstructure of the medium fluence film was further examined using bright- and dark-

field TEM. In Fig. 4.2, close up views of the as-implanted medium fluence film are 

shown in the (a) bright-field and (b) dark-field images. The dark-field image in Fig. 

4.2(b) was obtained using the GaAs {111} diffraction spot. A 40 nm feature is circled in 

Fig. 4.2(a) and Fig. 4.2(b). Since the feature appears bright in Fig. 4.2(b), it is attributed 

to a GaAs crystallite. For the high fluence film, voids are observed in the amorphous 

layer. 
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We now consider the influence of annealing on the microstructure of the GaAs:Bi 

films. Fig. 4.1(b), Fig. 4.1(d), and Fig. 4.1(f) present typical bright field TEM images, 

with corresponding SAD patterns as insets, of the annealed low, medium, and high 

fluence films, respectively. Following RTA, a ~85 nm surface layer (labeled “R”) is 

observed on top of single-crystal GaAs, independent of ion fluence. The SAD patterns 

inset into Fig. 4.1(b), Fig. 4.1(d), and Fig. 4.1(f) show diffracted spots with d-spacings of 

3.25 Å, within 1% of the {111} interplanar spacing of GaAs, indicative that the surface 

layers are recrystallized GaAs. Interestingly, these SAD patterns also include diffraction 

spots with d-spacings of 1.38 Å (Fig. 4.1(b)), 2.26 Å (Fig. 4.1(d)), and 2.36 Å (Fig. 

4.1(f)), within 1% of the {018}, {110} and {104} interplanar spacing of Bi, respectively, 

implying the presence of Bi NCs embedded within single-crystal GaAs.  

To confirm the presence of Bi NCs, HAADF imaging and EDX elemental 

mapping of the GaAs:Bi films was conducted. Fig. 4.3 presents typical HAADF images 

of post-RTA GaAs:Bi implanted at (a) low, (c) medium, and (e) high fluences. The 

corresponding EDX elemental maps are shown in Fig. 4.3(b), Fig. 4.3(d), and Fig. 4.3(f), 

with Bi and Ga atoms labeled in green and blue, respectively. EDX reveals the formation 

of ~80-150 nm Bi clusters (45-60 nm thick Bi-rich layers) for the low (medium and high) 

fluence film. The Bi clusters and Bi-rich regions are consistent with the Bi diffraction 

spots observed in Fig. 4.1(b), Fig. 4.1(d), and Fig. 4.1(f), indicating the presence of 

metallic Bi crystals. 
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4.5 Driving Forces of Bi and In NC Formation in GaAs 

 

We now compare the influence of chemistry and electronic structure of In and Bi 

on the formation of metallic NCs and the microstructure of the GaAs films. Although 

Ga/In and As/Bi are isovalent and have similar electronegativities,18 their covalent radii 

differ by up to 14 to 20%, respectively.19 Thus, the solubility of In in GaAs is predicted to 

be much higher than that of Bi in GaAs.20,12 While both the GaAs:In and GaAs:Bi films 

were subjected to similar implantation fluences and annealing conditions, their resulting 

microstructures differ. For the GaAs:In film, RTA at 450°C led to the nucleation of In 

NCs within a polycrystalline GaAs matrix. However, for the GaAs:Bi films, RTA at the 

same temperature led to Bi NC nucleation within a single-crystal GaAs matrix. This 

difference in recrystallization of the GaAs is presumably due to the presence of Bi, which 

has been shown to act as a surfactant during epitaxial growth of both stoichiometric and 

As-rich GaAs.21 We hypothesize that the surfactant effect of Bi allows the GaAs film to 

recrystallize as a single crystal, similar to solid-phase epitaxy of Si films on sapphire 

substrates.22 

 

4.6 Influence of Bi NCs on the Seebeck Coefficient 

 

To examine the influence of the Bi NCs on the Seebeck effect in GaAs:Bi, we 

consider the T-dependence of S of the implanted plus annealed films, in comparison with 

those of the GaAs reference, as shown in Fig. 4.4. At the lowest measurement 
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temperatures, shown in the inset to Fig. 4.4, both the Bi NC-containing and reference 

GaAs films exhibit a rapid increase of |S| up to a peak at ~10 K, similar to earlier reports 

of GaAs:In.11 For T > 10 K, |S| rapidly decreases with increasing temperature to ~100 K. 

This T-dependence of S is a manifestation of a strong electron-phonon interaction, 

referred to as the phonon-drag effect. For the low and medium fluence GaAs:Bi films, the 

maximum values of |S| are 35 and 100 μV/K higher than that of the GaAs reference, 

presumably due to free carrier trapping at implantation-induced defects. On the other 

hand, for the high fluence GaAs:Bi film, the maximum value of |S| is reduced by 24 μV/K 

in comparison to that of the GaAs reference, presumably due to enhanced phonon 

scattering at vacancies.23 Indeed, in the high fluence GaAs:Bi film, RTA has led to 

atomic diffusion into voids, resulting in void collapse as shown in Fig. 4.1(f), which 

likely leads to an increased concentration of vacancy point defects. For T > 100 K, the so-

called diffusion regime, where electron diffusion is driven by the temperature gradient, |S| 

increases monotonically with T, for all films, independent of implantation dose. Thus, Bi 

NCs have a negligible influence on |S| of GaAs, similar to the negligible effect of In NCs 

reported earlier.10 Thus, it is evident that increases in |S| are primarily due to decreases in 

n, rather than any density of states modifications due to the presence of Bi or In NCs. 

 

4.7 Influence of Microstructure on Electrical Properties 

 

We now consider the influence of microstructure on the relationship between free 

carrier concentration, n, and electrical conductivity, σ, of the GaAs:Bi films in 
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comparison with those of GaAs:In10 and GaAs:N,24 as shown in Fig. 4.5(a). In the plot of 

σ vs. n, dashed lines form an “envelope” corresponding to a mobility range of 1000 to 

4000 cm2 V-1s-1. It is interesting to note that all GaAs-based films lie within this 

envelope, independent of implantation species. The GaAs film mobilities are typically 

near the upper end of the range (4000 cm2 V-1s-1), while the GaAs:Bi, GaAs:In, and 

GaAs:N mobilities range from near the lower end (1000 cm2 V-1s-1) to the mid-range of 

the envelope, depending on their microstructure. For example, the mobilities of the as-

implanted GaAs:Bi, GaAs:In, and GaAs:N films, which consist of amorphous layers, lie 

near the lower end of the range. Similarly, the mobility of the GaAs:In film following 

RTA, with a polycrystalline microstructure, lies near the lower end of this range. 

Meanwhile, the mobilities of the GaAs:Bi films following RTA, which have 

recrystallized, lie near the mid-range of the envelope. The trends for n are similar. 

Following implantation with Bi, In, or N, n is reduced in comparison to that of pristine 

GaAs films, presumably due to an increase in the concentration of implantation-induced 

point defects which trap carriers.25 It is interesting to note that the n of the as-implanted 

GaAs:Bi film with crystalline remnants is higher than that of the other GaAs:Bi films, 

consistent with the increase in active dopant concentration expected in crystalline versus 

amorphous GaAs.26 Following RTA, both n and σ of the implanted GaAs films increase, 

most likely due to the annealing out of defects that trap carriers. For the In NC-containing 

film, n is doubled following RTA, due to the In NC acting as electron donors, similar to 

that reported for ErAs particles embedded in GaAs.27 Since the Fermi level of In is within 

the room temperature thermal energy, kBT, of the conduction band edge of GaAs, the In 

NCs act as electron donors.28 Unlike the In NCs, the separation between the GaAs 
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conduction band edge and the Bi NC Fermi energy exceeds kBT by ~0.1 eV; thus, the Bi 

NCs do not act as electron donors. 

 

4.8 Influence of Microstructure on Thermal Properties 

 

We have examined the relationship between microstructure and the thermal 

conductivity, κ, of the films, using an analysis of TDTR measurements, as described in 

Ref. 10. Fig. 4.5(b) shows κ as a function of n for the GaAs:Bi films after RTA, in 

comparison with those of GaAs reference films.29 For GaAs, since κ is weakly dependent 

on n, we consider κtotal ≈ κlattice,29 shown as the nearly horizontal dashed line in the plot in 

Fig. 4.5(b). For all GaAs films, κ is similar to the reported values of κlattice. For both 

GaAs:In and GaAs:Bi, κ is decreased in comparison to that of pristine GaAs, presumably 

due to phonon scattering at NC boundaries. The GaAs:In film exhibits the lowest κ of the 

NC-containing films, most likely due to its polycrystalline structure which would scatter 

more phonons than the single crystal structure of the GaAs:Bi films. 

 

4.9 Conclusions 

 

In summary, we examined the influence of embedded Bi NCs on n, σ, S, and κ of 

GaAs prepared by ion implantation followed by RTA. Following implantation, the 

microstructure consists of a-GaAs with or without crystalline remnants, voids, and/or 

ripples. Following RTA, all layers have transformed to single crystal GaAs with 
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embedded Bi NCs. The Bi NC-containing films exhibit a ~30% reduction in κ, due to 

phonon scattering at NC boundaries. The implantation process leads to the formation of 

carrier-trapping defects, reducing both n and σ; RTA anneals out a portion of these 

defects, leading to a partial recovery of n and σ. Furthermore, the Bi NCs have a 

negligible influence on the room temperature Seebeck coefficient. By comparing the role 

of microstructure on the electrical and thermal conductivity of the GaAs:Bi, GaAs:In, and 

GaAs:N films, we have demonstrated a general trend of n and σ reduction following ion-

implantation, while RTA yields a partial recovery of n and σ, as well as a reduction in κ 

due to phonon scattering. 
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Fig. 4.1 Bright-field TEM images of low (a and b), medium (c and d), and high (e and 
f) ion fluence films both as-implanted and after RTA, respectively. The insets 
in (a)-(f) are the corresponding SAD patterns. All images share the scale used 
in (d). 
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Fig. 4.2 TEM images of the medium fluence film following implantation: (a) bright-
field, and (b) GaAs {111} dark-field. An opaque feature is shown in the 
bright-field image (a). In the corresponding dark-field image (b), this feature 
appears bright, identifying it as a GaAs crystallite. 
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Fig. 4.3 Cross-sectional HAADF STEM images of GaAs:Bi films implanted at (a) 
low, (c) medium, and (e) high ion fluence following RTA. The corresponding 
composite elemental maps of Ga (blue) and Bi (green) collected from (a), (c), 
and (e) are presented in (b), (d), and (f), respectively. The Bi NCs in (b) are 
circled as a guide to the eye. All images share the scale used in (c). 
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Fig. 4.4 Seebeck coefficient, S, as a function of temperature for the low T RTA film in 
comparison to that of the reference film. Inset is a detailed view of the phonon 
drag peak, indicating similar peak positions for all films. 
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Fig. 4.5 (a) electrical conductivity, σ, and (c) thermal conductivity, κ, as a function of 
free carrier concentration, n. The black data points corresponds to GaAs films, 
while the solid blue and open green data points correspond to the as implanted 
and RTA films, respectively. The conductivity of all films fall within an 
“envelope” of mobility ranging from 1000 to 4000 cm2 V-1 s-1, with pristine 
GaAs falling near the higher end of the range and as-implanted GaAs near the 
lower end of the range. The mobilities of the implanted GaAs films falls in the 
mid-range of the envelope, dependent on the microstructure of the film. 
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Chapter 5 

Summary and Suggestions for Future Work 

 

5.1 Summary 

 

In this thesis, the formation of embedded metallic In and Bi nanocrystals (NCs) 

and their influence on the thermoelectric properties of GaAs were investigated. We 

examined the roles of In+ fluence and annealing temperature on the nucleation of In NCs, 

and the influence of these NCs on the free carrier concentration, n, Seebeck coefficient, S, 

and the electrical resistivity, ρ, and thermal, κ, conductivity of the GaAs film. We also 

studied the influence of Bi+ fluence on the formation of embedded Bi NCs and the effects 

of these NCs on the thermoelectric properties of GaAs. This thesis reveals new insights 

into the structure-property relationship of ion-implanted GaAs. Embedded metallic NCs 

show promise for thermoelectric applications via κ reduction. Based on these results, it is 

suggested that epitaxial growth of embedded NCs will result in a reduction in κ while 

simultaneously preserving σ. 

In Chapter 3, we examined the formation of metallic In NCs embedded within 

GaAs, via studies of the roles of ion fluence and annealing temperature. The low and 

medium fluence films consist of a residual AlAs layer on a-GaAs, indicative that the 

medium fluence is optimal for saturating the GaAs with In atoms. Unlike the low and 
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medium fluence films, the high fluence film exhibits no remaining AlAs, consisting of an 

a-GaAs layer with crystalline remnants. RTA leads to the formation of a recrystallized 

GaAs layer with stacking faults likely due to simultaneous recrystallization from the 

AlAs and crystalline GaAs interfaces in the low and medium fluence films, while a 

polycrystalline film is formed in the high fluence film. Both S and ρ increase with ion 

fluence, with the high fluence film exhibiting both electrons (T < 10 K) and holes (T > 10 

K) as charge carriers with corresponding phonon drag peaks of -12 mV/K at 4 K and +2 

mV/K at 15 K. For the low and medium (high) fluence films before and after RTA, ln(ρ) 

is independent (dependent) on T -1/4, indicative of extended-band (variable-range-

hopping) conduction. With the optimal In+ fluence determined, we studied the influence 

of annealing temperature on the formation and thermoelectric properties of In NCs. 

Annealing at the lowest temperature (450ºC) leads to the nucleation of In NCs. These In 

NCs enhance the free carrier concentration, while electron and phonon scattering at 

crystallite boundaries increases the resistivity and reduces the thermal conductivity. 

Furthermore, the room temperature Seebeck coefficient exhibits a 25% increase due to 

carrier trapping.  

In Chapter 4, we studied the influence of Bi+ ion fluence on the formation of Bi 

NCs embedded in GaAs and their influence on the GaAs thermoelectric properties. 

Following implantation, the microstructure consists of a-GaAs with or without crystalline 

remnants, voids, and/or ripples. Following RTA, all layers have transformed to single 

crystal GaAs with embedded Bi NCs. The Bi NC-containing films exhibit a ~30% 

reduction in κ, due to phonon scattering at NC boundaries. The implantation process 

leads to the formation of carrier-trapping defects, reducing both n and σ; RTA anneals out 
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a portion of these defects, leading to a partial recovery of n and σ. Furthermore, the Bi 

NCs have a negligible influence on the room temperature Seebeck coefficient. By 

comparing the role of microstructure on the electrical and thermal conductivity of the 

GaAs:Bi, GaAs:In, and GaAs:N films, we have demonstrated a general trend of n and σ 

reduction following ion-implantation, while RTA yields a partial recovery of n and σ, as 

well as a reduction in κ due to phonon scattering. 

 

5.2 Suggestions for Future Work 

 

In Chapters 3 and 4, we presented a method for the formation of embedded In and 

Bi NCs and their influence on the thermoelectric properties of GaAs. However, due to the 

implantation/dopant profiles of the films, the thermoelectric properties of a combination 

of the NC-containing layer and the doped GaAs layer underneath were measured 

simultaneously. Since the measured thermoelectric properties were a convolution of 

multiple layers, the values of the thermoelectric properties are not accurate. The metallic 

NCs were formed via ion implantation followed by rapid thermal annealing at 450ºC. 

Implantation-induced defects serve to lower n, thereby lowering σ, and increasing S. 

Indium NCs act as electron donors, somewhat increasing n, while both Bi and In NCs 

scatter phonons, reducing κ. However, in both cases, the increase in S and reduction in κ 

do not compensate for the reduction in σ caused during ion implantation. If these metallic 

NC/GaAs nanocomposites are to exhibit an enhanced figure-of-merit in comparison to 

GaAs, the reduction in σ, and therefore the concentration of implantation-induced defects, 
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must be minimized. In the following sections, we will discuss a method for measuring the 

electrical properties of the nanostructured layer, allowing a more accurate measurement 

of the thermoelectric properties of the NC-containing films. We will then describe three 

suggestions for future work that are expected to allow the fabrication metallic 

nanocrystals embedded in GaAs with minimal reductions in σ. First, we will discuss 

annealing GaAs:Bi films at temperatures higher than 450°C and/or times longer than 30 

s. We will then discuss utilizing a Bi focused ion beam to locally fabricate embedded Bi 

NCs. Finally, we will suggest a method for fabricating embedded metallic NCs in GaAs 

utilizing epitaxial growth.  

 

5.2.1 Measuring the Electrical Properties of Multi-layer Films 

 

One method for extracting the electrical transport properties of a single layer 

within a multi-layer structure is the mobility spectrum analysis.1 In this analysis, Hall 

effect measurements in a Hall bar geometry are performed over a range of magnetic 

fields, B, up to B > μ-1. The parallel and transverse conductivities (σxx and σxy, 

respectively) are measured as a function of magnetic field and are a sum of the 

contribution from each conducting channel:2 
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where sp and sn are hole and electron conductivity density functions, respectively, and Δμ 

= μi – μi-1. Thus, we generate a system of equations, allowing us to measure the carrier 

concentration and electrical conductivity of only the NC-containing layers in the 

implanted and annealed GaAs films, allowing an accurate reporting of the figure-of-merit 

of GaAs with embedded metallic nanocrystals.  

 

5.2.2 Influence of Annealing Temperature and Time on GaAs:Bi Thermoelectric 

Properties 

 

As discussed in Chapter 4, ion-beam synthesis of embedded Bi NCs results in a 

reduction in κ and a negligible increase in S, but a marked decrease in σ. This decrease in 

σ is due to implantation-induced defects which both reduce n and scatter electrons. For a 

GaAs:Bi nanocomposite to achieve a figure-of-merit (ZT=S2Tσ/κ) larger than that of bulk 

GaAs, the reduction in σ, and therefore the concentration of implantation-induced defects, 

must be minimized. One method of minimizing these implantation-induced defects is by 

annealing at higher temperatures. It has been shown for Zn+ implanted GaAs that as 

annealing temperature increases, the residual damage in the GaAs films decreases, 

reaching a constant minimum damage concentration for anneals at and above 700°C.3 

Furthermore, annealing the Zn+ implanted films at temperatures higher than 400°C leads 

to an increase in σ, with a maximum σ achieved for anneals at 900°C. In Chapter 4, it was 

demonstrated that annealing GaAs:In films at temperatures higher than 450°C leads to 

the formation of a uniform InGaAs layer, however this is not expected to be the case for 
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GaAs:Bi for two reasons. Firstly, the large atomic radius of Bi makes the probability of 

its occupying an As site unlikely. Secondly, as evidenced in the Bi-GaAs phase diagram, 

the solubility of Bi in GaAs is very low.4 These properties of Bi indicate that annealing of 

GaAs:Bi at temperatures between 700 and 900°C should result in an increased σ, while 

still nucleating Bi NCs which will scatter phonons, reducing κ, resulting in an overall 

increase in ZT. 

Another method for minimizing the concentration of implantation-induced defects 

is annealing the GaAs:Bi films for longer times. For low-temperature grown GaAs, it has 

been shown that as annealing time increases, the concentration of defects within the film 

decreases.5 Thus, longer annealing times for the GaAs:Bi films should lead to a reduction 

in the concentration of n- and σ-reducing defects. However, due to the low solubility of 

Bi in GaAs, Bi NC nucleation is still likely, resulting in an enhancement in the scattering 

of phonons and therefore a reduction in κ.  

 

5.2.3 Localized Bi NC Formation via Focused Bi Ion Beams 

 

Another method for minimizing the implantation-induced reduction in n and σ is 

to utilize a focused ion beam (FIB) to localize the implantation-induced damage in the 

GaAs films. It has recently been shown that N+ implantation into GaAs followed by 

annealing leads to the formation of GaN NCs.6 However, localized irradiation of the 

GaAs films with a Ga+ FIB prior to annealing, leads to the preferential nucleation of GaN 

NCs in the regions affected by the FIB.7 Since NC nucleation occurs in regions of highest 
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damage to the GaAs lattice, this localized formation of NCs, termed “directed matrix 

seeding”, is attributed to the additional ion-induced damage caused by the FIB. We 

propose using a Bi+ FIB to locally implant Bi into GaAs, followed by RTA to nucleate Bi 

NCs. By utilizing an FIB, it is possible to implant Bi in a much smaller area, limited by 

the ion beam spot size. Following RTA, Bi NCs are expected to nucleate within the areas 

implanted by the Bi+ FIB. Since, a majority of the GaAs film will be unaffected by 

implantation-induced defects, presumably resulting in a less drastic reduction in n and σ, 

and therefore an overall increase in ZT in comparison to GaAs. 

 

5.2.4 Epitaxial Growth of GaAs with Embedded Bi Nanocrystals 

 

A third method for minimizing the reduction in σ, and therefore the concentration 

of implantation-induced defects, is to fabricate these embedded NCs without the use of 

ion implantation. Recently, there has been interest in the fabrication of semiconductor 

nanocomposites with embedded metallic and semimetallic nanoparticles via epitaxial 

growth. That work has focused on the fabrication of embedded ErAs or TbAs 

nanoparticles in GaAs and its derivative alloys InGaAs and InGaAlAs.8-12 For these 

films, the Seebeck coefficient is less than that of the GaAs:Bi films. However, n and σ are 

both larger than those of the GaAs:Bi films, while κ is less than that of the GaAs:Bi 

films. These results indicate that epitaxial grown embedded nanocrystals in GaAs-based 

materials leads to an overall increase in ZT, presumably due to the much higher σ of the 

epitaxially grown films. It has been demonstrated that deposition of Bi on GaAs surfaces 
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during epitaxial growth leads to the nucleation of Bi islands.13 It is likely that alternating 

deposition of GaAs and Bi layers will lead to the formation of a GaAs:Bi nanocomposite. 

Although this nanocomposite may contain electron-scattering defects formed during 

growth, the concentration of defects is expected to be much lower than in 

nanocomposites formed via ion-beam synthesis, which will likely lead to a higher σ, and 

therefore a higher ZT. 
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Appendix A 

Selected Area Electron Diffraction 

 

When electrons impinge on atomic planes (with interplanar spacing d) at a 

glancing angle of θ, the Bragg equation is satisfied:1,2 

λθ =sin2d           (A.1) 

where λ is the wavelength of the electrons. It is shown in Fig. A.1 that the angle between 

the incident electron beam and the diffracted electron beam is 2θ. If the electron beam is 

incident on a polycrystalline rather than singe crystal specimen, the electron beams will 

be diffracted into a cone with semi-angle 2θ, shown in Fig. A.2. The electron beams are 

then incident on the TEM phosphor screen, forming a circle of radius R, such that 

θ2tan/ =LR          (A.2) 

where L is the distance between the specimen and the phosphor screen. For electrons with 

energy on the order of tens of keV, the angle 2θ is only a few degrees.1 Thus, the small 

angle approximation that θθ ≈sin  or θθ ≈2tan  is applicable, allowing us to solve Eqs. 

A.1 and A.2 for θ and set them equal to each other, finding 

LRd λ=          (A.3) 

where λ and L are constants associated with the TEM. We then measure R, allowing us to 

solve for d. These measurements of R are described below.  
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The diffraction image is imported into a graphics program capable of denoting 

pixel coordinates, such as Microsoft Paint. For single crystal diffraction spots, pixel 

coordinates for spot pairs on opposite sides of the transmitted beam are denoted. For 

polycrystalline samples, several pixel coordinates from each ring are denoted for points 

on the ring, making sure to denote pixel coordinates from points along the entire 

circumference ring when possible. 

The pixel coordinates denoted are then converted to a radius by finding the center 

of the diffraction pattern. The method utilized for finding the center of the pattern is 

dependent on whether the diffraction pattern contains single crystal diffraction spots or 

polycrystalline rings. When the image consists of single crystal diffraction spots, the 

center is found by connecting multiple paired diffraction spots along a line, as shown in 

Fig. A.3(a). The intersection of these lines corresponds to the center of the diffraction 

pattern and the pixel coordinates are noted. When the diffraction pattern consists of only 

polycrystalline rings, the center of the image may be found by drawing a rectangle within 

the outermost ring, as shown in Fig. A.3(b). The diagonals of the rectangle intersect at the 

center of the diffraction pattern and the pixel coordinates are denoted. 

The pixel coordinates from spot n either from a single crystal diffraction spot or 

along the polycrystalline ring (xn,yn) are then normalized with respect to the coordinates 

of the center of the diffraction pattern (xc,yc) using the following relation: 

),(),( cncnnormnorm yyxxyx −−= .      (A.4) 

The radius, in units of pixels, are calculated using the following equation: 

22
normnorm yxR +=  .        (A.5)  
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To obtain d from the radii calculated from Eq. A.5, a known value of d must be 

used. When an image contains single crystal diffraction spots, d is obtained directly from 

standard values listed with the International Centre for Diffraction Data (ICDD). When 

the diffraction pattern consists only of polycrystalline rings, R and its associated d 

(related by Eq. A.3) can be obtained from a single crystal diffraction pattern taken during 

the same TEM session using an identical camera length and accelerating voltage. This is 

because the right side of Eq. A.3 is microscope-specific constant, allowing two arbitrary 

reflections in the diffraction pattern to be related by the equation 

LdRdR λ== 2211         (A.6) 

where d1 and R1 are the known interplanar spacing and radius of the diffracted spots, 

respectively. We then solve for the unknown interplanar spacing d2: 

2

11
2

R

dR
d =           (A.7) 

The source of the diffracted spot (e.g. GaAs, In, or Bi) is then determined by comparing 

the calculated d spacings with the d spacings from ICDD.  
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Fig. A.1 Schematic of electron diffraction at crystal planes. The electron beam is 
incident upon the sample at angle θ. The electron beams are then diffracted at 
an angle 2 θ with respect to the incident beam. (Adapted from Ref. 1) 
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Fig. A.2 Schematic representation of electron diffraction from a polycrystalline 
sample. The sample diffracts the incident electron beam into a cone with 
semi-angle 2θ. These diffracted beams form a circle of radius R on the 
phosphor imaging screen. (Adapted from Ref. 1) 
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Fig. A.3 Examples of the methods used to determine the center of a diffraction pattern 
for a (a) single-crystal and (b) polycrystalline pattern. 
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Appendix B 

Sputter-Mask for the Enhancement of Retained Ion Concentration 

 

To maximize the retained In concentration by preventing In sputtering, we 

utilized a 50 nm AlAs “sputter mask”. The AlAs layer thickness and In+ dose were 

selected based upon the Profile Code1 simulations shown in Fig. B.1. For this purpose, 

we approximated the sputter yield of AlAs (YAlAs) for our 100 keV In+ ions with the 

measured YAlAs for 30 keV Ga+ ions.2 Since 100 keV ions are expected to be decelerated 

via electronic stopping to 30 keV,3 this is a reasonable approximation. We further 

corrected the YAlAs value for the mass of In as follows: 

Ga

Ga

In

In Y
M

M
Y =          (B.1) 

where YIn (YGa) is the sputter yield for In (Ga) ions, and MIn (MGa) is the atomic mass of 

In (Ga). With this correction, YIn for 30 keV In+ ions implanted into AlAs is similar to 

that of YIn for 30 keV In+ ions implanted into SiO2, based upon SRIM4 simulations. 

Therefore, we performed Profile Code1 simulations of the implantation of 30 keV In+ into 

a SiO2/GaAs structure. The parameters used in these simulations are tabulated in 

Appendix D. Figure B.1 shows depth vs. In concentration for various In+ fluences 

overlayed on a schematic SiO2/GaAs heterostructure, as well as the steady-state In 

concentration for In+ implanted GaAs without a masking layer. As the implantation dose 
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increases, the SiO2 layer is sputtered away, while the retained In concentration in the 

GaAs layer increases. The highest retained In concentration is predicted when the SiO2 

layer is nearly sputtered away. For comparison, the steady state In depth vs. concentration 

profile is plotted as well. The Profile Code simulations predict a maximum In 

concentration with (without) the sputter mask is 9x1021 cm-3 (5x1020 cm-3). Therefore, we 

used 3.8x1015 – 3.8x1017 cm-2 In+ fluences with a 50 nm thick AlAs masking layer. 
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Fig. B.1 Profile Code simulations of depth vs. In concentration for various In+ fluences 
overlayed on a schematic SiO2/GaAs heterostructure, as well as the steady 
state depth vs In concentration profile, with a maximum [In] of 5x1020 cm-3 
for GaAs without a sputter mask. The depth of complete sputtering of the SiO2 
mask is indicated by the dashed line (s) at the beginning of the curves labeled 
1x1016, 2x1016, and 2.5x1016 cm-2. For an ion fluence of 2.75x1016 cm-2, 
nearly all of the SiO2 is sputtered away, with a peak [In] in the GaAs layer of 
9x1021 cm-3. 
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Appendix C 

Time-domain Thermoreflectance Measurements of Thermal Conductivity 

 

Time-domain thermoreflectance measurements utilize a pump/probe experimental 

setup shown schematically in Fig. C.. A short laser pulse (<1 psec) with energy Q is 

incident on a metal film with thickness d. We assume that the optical absorption length, ξ, 

is much smaller than d and that the area illuminated by the light pulse, A, is large in 

comparison to d and ξ. Thus, the total energy deposited per unit volume at a distance z 

into the film is given by 

ξ

ξ
/exp

)(
)1()( z

AC

Q
RzT −−=∆       (C.1) 

where R is the reflectivity.1 

 To extract the thermal conductivity, κ, of the sample, we compare T∆  to the 

results of a one-dimensional heat flow calculation, as described in Ref. 2. The heat flow 

calculation is facilitated by assuming that the temperature of the metal film is uniform 

throughout its thickness at times greater than 30 ps and that the lateral heat flow is 

negligible compared to the heat flow into the sample. With these assumptions, the heat 

flow away from the metal/sample interface will obey the one-dimensional diffusion 

equation:  
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2

κ        (C.2) 
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where ),( tzTs  is the temperature of the sample at depth z and time t, and sc  is the 

specific heat per unit volume of the sample. 

 The rate of energy flux into the sample must also be equal to the energy loss from 

the metal film: 

 
t

tT
dc

z

tzT m
s

z

s

∂

∂
=

∂

∂

=

)(),(

0

κ        (C.3) 

where )(tTm is the temperature of the metal film. 

 We then consider the effect of the thermal-boundary resistance, KR , which is 

defined as the ratio of the temperature difference across the metal/sample interface to the 

areal heat flow through the metal/sample interface. This is described by: 

K

sm

z

s

R

tTtT

z

tzT ),0()(),(

0

−
−=

∂

∂

=

κ       (C.4) 

 We then vary κ and KR  until we have obtained a curve that best fits the data. An 

example of a well-fit curve to experimental data is shown in Fig. C.2. 
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Fig. C.1 Schematic representation for time-domain thermoreflectance measurements. 
A pump laser pulse incident on a metal heat transducer film heats the film. 
The heat then flows into the sample. A probe laser pulse is used to detect 
changes in the reflectance. 
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Fig. C.2 Example of a calculated thermoreflectance curve (dashed blue line) that is in 
good agreement with experimentally measured (solid black line) 
thermoreflectance data. 
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Appendix D 

Simulation Parameters 

 

In this Appendix, the parameters used in simulations for this work are tabulated. 

For the sputter mask calculations detailed in Appendix B, the simulation parameters are 

tabulated in Table D.1. For the thermal conductivity calculations detailed in Appendix C, 

the parameters are tabulated in Table D.2. 
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Table D.1 Simulation Parameters used in sputter mask calculations 
 

SRIM Simulation Parameters 
 

Ion Species indium 
Ion Mass 114.9 amu 
Ion Energy 30 keV 
Ion Angle of Incidence 7° 
Target Material SiO2 
Target Atomic Mass 15.99 amu (O); 28.08 amu (Si) 
Target Density 2.32 g/cm3 
Target Thickness 1000 nm 
 

Profile Code Simulation Parameters 

Ion Species indium 
Ion Mass 115 amu 
Ion Energy 30 keV 
Ion Angle of Incidence 7° 
Ion Dose 2x1015 – 2.75x1016 cm-2 

Sputter Mask Material SiO2 
Sputter Mask Density 2.27 g/cm3 
Sputter Mask Thickness 500 nm 
Target Material GaAs 
Target Density 5.31 g/cm3 
Target Thickness infinite 
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Table D.2 Parameters used in thermal conductivity calculations 
Transducer Heat Capacity 2.43 J K-1 cm-3 (from Ref. 1) 
Film Heat Capacity 1.76 J K-1 cm-3 (from Ref. 2) 
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Appendix E 

Tabulated Data 

 

In this Appendix, data from various measurements are tabulated. In Table E.3, the 

results of TEM, Hall measurement, and Seebeck coefficient studies of In+-implanted 

GaAs films are tabulated. In Table E.4, we list the results of similar studies for Bi+-

implanted GaAs films. 
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Table E.3  Summary of Hall, Seebeck, and TEM measurements of GaAs:In samples 
Sample 
Name 

Sample 
Processing 

σ (S/cm) 
Room 
Temp. 

n (cm-3) S (µV/K) TEM Results 
Room 
Temp. 

Phonon 
Drag 

 
Samples used in Ch. 3.3: Effect of In+ Fluence 

 
759 Reference 

sample 
230 5x1017 -234 -800 

N/A 

751-1538 Fluence = 
3.8x1015 cm-2 

16.5 1x1017 -321 -1088 
68 nm a-GaAs 

751-1638 Fluence = 
3.8x1016 cm-2 

9.2 4x1016 -339 -1096 
143 nm a-GaAs 

751-1738 Fluence = 
3.8x1017 cm-2 0.21 

Too low 
to 
measure 

+290 
-11200 (e-) 
+1704 (h+) 

104 nm a-GaAs 
+ crystal 
remnant 

751-1538-
600 

Fluence = 
3.8x1015 cm-2 
+ 600°C RTA 

76.8 2x1017 -309 -1016 
100 nm 
recrystallized 
GaAs 

751-1638-
600 

Fluence = 
3.8x1016 cm-2 

+ 600°C RTA 
57.6 1x1017 -300 -1000 

126 nm 
recrystallized 
GaAs 

751-1738-
600 

Fluence = 
3.8x1017 cm-2 
+ 600°C RTA 

0.18 
Too resistive to measure Poly-

recrystallized 
GaAs 

 
Samples used in Ch. 3.4: Effect of RTA Temperature 

 
818 Reference 

sample 
400 7.0x1017 -200 -600 

N/A 

818-1638 Fluence = 
3.8x1016 cm-2 

57.1 2.0x1017 N/A N/A 
100 nm a-GaAs 

818-1638-
450 

Fluence = 
3.8x1016 cm-2 
+ 450°C RTA 

87.0 4.0x1017 -251 -409 
63 nm poly- 
GaAs + In NC 

818-1638-
500 

Fluence = 
3.8x1016 cm-2 

+ 500°C RTA 
76.9 2.4x1017 N/A N/A 

96 nm 
recrystallized 
GaAs 

818-1638-
550 

Fluence = 
3.8x1016 cm-2 

+ 550°C RTA 
71.4 2.1x1017 N/A N/A 

89 nm 
recrystallized 
GaAs 
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Table E.4 Summary of Hall, Seebeck, and TEM measurements of GaAs:Bi samples 
Sample 
Name 

Sample 
Processing 

σ (S/cm) 
Room 
Temp. 

n (cm-3) S (µV/K) TEM Results 
Room 
Temp. 

Phonon 
Drag 

854 Reference 
sample 

260 
6.0x1017 

-253 -400 N/A 

854-1614 Fluence = 
1.4x1016 cm-2 

46 
2.0x1017 

N/A N/A 103 nm a-GaAs  

854-1628 Fluence = 
2.8x1016 cm-2 

75 3.4x1017 N/A N/A 78.7 nm a-
GaAs + ripples 

854-1656 Fluence = 
5.6x1016 cm-2 

37 2.2x1017 N/A N/A 88.8 ± 1.9 nm 
a-GaAs + voids 

854-1614-
450 

Fluence = 
1.4x1016 cm-2 
+ 450°C RTA 

119 
3.3x1017 

-261 -436 92.4 nm 
recrystallized 
GaAs + Bi NC 

854-1628-
450 

Fluence = 
2.8x1016 cm-2 

+ 450°C RTA 

101 
3.6x1017 

-268 -497 80 nm 
recrystallized 
GaAs + Bi NC 

854-1656-
450 

Fluence = 
5.6x1016 cm-2 

+ 450°C RTA 

32 
1.7x1017 

-262 -376 84.7 nm 
recrystallized 
GaAs + Bi NC 

 


